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Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae), is an ancestral ant 
introduced from Asia. It is considered a pest species of medical and ecological c n ern. 
Since its initial 1932 documentation occurring in three Southeastern U.S. states at 
relatively low frequencies, the invasion of P. chinensis has spread to at least three 
additional states in discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant. 
Little is known about P. chinensis population structure and reproduction, and an 
investigation into these strategies offers insight into the means by which this pest species 
proliferates, and ultimately, can assist in the design of management strategies. The 
objectives of this research were to explore the utility of microsatellite loci found in this 
species as a monitoring tool, population structure of colonies, relatedness between nests 
and castes, and mating frequency of P. chinensis queens. These studies were conducted in 
South Carolina with 21 nests sampled over six locations. 
The high variability inherent in microsatellite loci makes them ideal to gain 
insight on reproductive biology and ecological dynamics and can be used as an effective 
assay for documenting mating frequency in polygynous ants. Therefore, four 
Pachycondyla luteipes (Mayr) microsatellite loci were chosen for this study and were 
shown to be sufficiently informative in P. chinensis. The loci were polymorphic and 
unlinked but were not found to be in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) due to 
heterozygote deficiency. The causes of HWE deviations were estimated to b  a 




Allele frequencies reflected significant evidence of bottlenecked populations in at 
least two of the six locations but not on a global scale. Inbreeding coefficients, Fit and Fis, 
were high, suggesting a high level of nonrandom mating. Nests that were substantially 
separated by distance (> 5.0 km), were genetically differentiated. Pairwise Fst 
comparisons of individual nests resulted in nests sampled within a location being 
genetically similar. Number of reproductive migrants was calculated to be an average of 
0.216 individuals between locations and 1.236 between nests per generation. Two 
locations indicated slight structure at the local level. Within the six locations, eight 
effective populations were detected globally.  
The average intranest relatedness was lower than expected for true sisters (R = 
0.579) as was the intralocation relatedness estimates. Nests within a location were not 
significantly correlated between distance and relatedness. Contradicting relatedness 
analyses, significant Isolation By Distance was found in two locations, meaning that 
neighboring nests in these locations were more genetically similar than dist t ones. 
These results suggest that some populations of P. chinensis have unicolonial tendencies 
in regards to their relatedness. The relatedness of nestmate queens as well as queens to 
their nestmate workers was not significantly different from zero. Therefor , it is likely 
that queen contributions to offspring are not equal.  
A procedure was developed to locate and remove the spermatheca and 
subsequently isolate the genomic DNA of male sperm from queens. Fifteen queens were 
used to estimate the proportion of polyandry which was calculated to be 0.683. Using 




would be obscured due to two males having alleles identical to the queens, and a 38.4% 
risk that polyandry would be hidden if two males had identical alleles, thus appearing to 
be a single insemination. Based on these data, P. chinensis queens do mate with multiple 
males. However, given the small sample size and that polyandry was not detected a  more 
than two microsatellite loci within an individual, quantification of mating frequency 
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The Asian needle ant, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae) 
is established in South Carolina (USA) and surrounding states in discontinuously 
widespread populations that are locally abundant (Paysen 2007). This species is in the 
ancestral sub-family Ponerinae, in which caste dimorphism is not pronounced (Peeters 
1997, Takahashi et al. 2005). This Asian ant is native to China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, 
and Vietnam (Teranishi 1929, Smith 1979, Green 1993, Xu 1994, Bae et al. 1999, Eguchi 
et al. 2005). The first U.S. record of P. chinensis was in 1932 at Decatur, GA (Smith 
1934). The species was of little concern, but only recently as populations have irrupted, is 
the insect’s potential as a medical and invasive pest being appreciated (Cho etal. 2002, 
Zungoli et al. 2005, Nelder et al. 2006, Paysen 2007, Zungoli and Benson 2008). 
Pachycondyla chinensis has established in Georgia, South Carolina, Tennessee, and 
Alabama (Smith 1934, Carter 1962, Hunter 1974, Hunter and Farrier 1975, Nuhn 1977, 
Smith 1979, MacKay and Vinson 1989, Peck et al. 1998, Ipser et al. 2004, Zettler et al. 
2004, Paysen 2007). Because of the recent irruption of P. chinensis exhibiting invasive 
behaviors (general nesting and dietary resources, multiple reproductive caste memb rs, 
reproduce via budding, and exhibit minimal intraspecific aggression), which may result 
in heavy ecological damage and potential medical health risks, studies are being 
conducted to gain insight on this species. 
Pachycondyla chinensis has been the subject of much research at Clemson 
University Urban Entomology Lab (Zungoli et al. 2005, Nelder et al. 2006, Paysen 2007, 




of its medical and ecological impact, explore its life history, and to provide a framework 
in which the design of management strategies can be developed. In continuation of these
goals, I present here an investigation into the reproductive biology and strategies used by 
P. chinensis, as well as further elucidation of the structure of their nests and communities. 
Specifically, the utility of microsatellite loci, population structure of clonies, relatedness 
between nests and castes, and mating frequency of P. chinensis queens is explored.  
The high variability inherent in microsatellite loci makes them ideal to gain 
insight on reproductive biology and ecological dynamics and can be used as an effective 
assay for documenting mating frequency in polygynous ants (Chapuisat 1998). Therefore, 
four Pachycondyla luteipes (Mayr) microsatellite loci were chosen that were shown to be 
present in P. chinensis (Takahashi et al. 2005), to test the population dynamics of the 
Asian needle ant. The utility of four microsatellites requires that they are polymorphic, 
neutral loci and are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The first objective of this study was 
to discover if the loci met these criteria, and identify the cause if they did not. The 
hypothesis is that the markers are polymorphic, neutral and not linked to one another, and 
that the microsatellites used to test populations of P. chinensis are not causing deviations 
in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. 
The second set of objectives in this study was to monitor population genetic 
indices such as inbreeding, population bottlenecks, population structure at local and 
global scales, reproductive migrants, and to measure intracolonial, intercolonial and caste 
relatedness in order to elucidate the means by which this species is so successful. The 




1) Due to the relatively recent introduction of P. chinensis, allele frequencies will 
reflect signals of a recent bottleneck of the population genetics and inbreeding 
will be observed at high rates. 
2) Due to discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant and the 
likely limited dispersal ability of P. chinensis, nests that are substantially 
separated by distance will be categorized as individual populations and migration 
rates between populations will be low. 
3) Invasive populations of P. chinensis follow the trend of adventive species in that 
individual nests will be indistinguishable from one another and thus be classified 
as unicolonial within a locally abundant population. 
4) Queen contributions to offspring will be equal within nests and will have similar 
estimations of relatedness. 
The final objective of this study was to develop an approach to determine and 
document mating frequency of queens in P. chinensis colonies using the sperm contained 
within mated queens. The hypothesis is that P. chinensis queens mate with multiple 
males during the nuptial term of their lives.  
The mating system found in non-native ants, the quantity of reproductive caste 
members, the colony founding strategies and dispersal techniques all affect the propensity 
of a founding ant species to propagate. Due to the recent irruption of P. chinensis 
populations in the upstate of South Carolina, a need for effective control strategies is 
anticipated. To efficiently control this or any organism, a strong understanding of its 




population structure or reproduction. An investigation into these strategies used by P. 







Invasion of the Southern Atlantic United States 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae), an introduced ant from 
Asia, was first recorded in the United States before 1932, in Decatur GA. It was also 
found at this time in North Carolina and Virginia (Smith 1934). It is found in 
discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant, suggesting multiple 
primary or possible secondary introductions into the U.S. (Paysen 2007). These first 
pioneering ants were most likely transported into the southeastern United Stat s on plant 
shipments arriving from Asia. Such occurrences have been documented in Germany’s 
coastal region, in which P. chinensis was found and intercepted on Japanese imports of 
Prunus sp. (Smith 1934). 
Four Pachycondyla species are currently found in North America; P. chinensis 
has since established in Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Tenessee, 
and Alabama (Smith 1934, Carter 1962, Hunter 1974, Hunter and Farrier 1975, Nuhn 
1977, Smith 1979, MacKay and Vinson 1989, Peck et al. 1998, Ipser et al. 2004, Zettler 
et al. 2004, Paysen 2007), P. harpax (F.) can be found in Louisiana and Texas (Porter and 
Savignano 1990, Dash 2004), P. stigma (F.) in Alabama, Florida and Louisiana (Deyrup 
et al. 1989, Dash 2004) and P. villosa (F.) in Texas (Smith 1979).  
Around the globe P. chinensis has been reported in the literature in China, Japan, 
New Zealand, South Korea, Taiwan, United States, and Vietnam (Teranishi 1929, Smith 




data from The Museum of Comparative Zoology (Harvard University, Cambridge, MA) 
documents this species in Guam, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, Nepal, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, and Thailand (Nelder et al. 2006). 
 
Description and Nomenclature 
The original description of P. chinensis was by F. Smith in 1874 (Creighton 
1950). The current accepted description is credited to Carlo Emery in an 1895 
publication, Annali del Museo Civico di Storia Naturale di Genova, (Emery 1895). The 
proper nomenclature surrounding P. chinensis has been confused due to multiple 
descriptions (Table 1.1) based on different castes. For example, F. Smith originally 
described P. chinensis under the name Ponera solitaria which can be mistaken for 
Pachycondyla solitaria (Smith 1860), a valid Indonesian species described from the male 
form. In Japan, P. chinensis is called the “oo-hari-ari” (Ogata 2003), which loosely 
translates to “giant needle ant”. The common name of “Asian needle ant” has been 




Table 1.1 Systematic summary of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Paysen 2007). 
Name Date Author Details 
Ponera solitaria 1874 Smith F. Original description of worker. Hiogo, Japan. 
Ponera nigrita subsp. 
chinensis 
1895 Emery 
Description of worker. Junior synonym. 
China. 








Junior synonym of B. solitaria 
Junior homonym of B. solitaria 
Pachycondyla 
chinensis 
1995 Bolton Generic combination 
Pachycondyla 
chinensis 
1987 Ogata Description of male 
 
The body length of the P. chinensis worker is approximately 3.5 mm. It has a 
black body with brown legs and mandibles (Figure 1.1). Eyes are large and elliptical. The 
antennal scape is robust and exceeds the posterior margin of the head by the length of the 
second antennal segment. Mandibles are prominent, subtriangular, flattened 
dorsoventrally, and bear six or seven teeth apically and several basally. The petiole is 
unusually large, erect, convex anteriorly and flattened posteriorly (Smith 1934).  
The stinger is large and well defined (Figure 1.2; Smith 1934, Ogata 2003). 
Pachycondyla chinensis queens bear a set of wings which are lost before oviposition 
begins. It is unknown if the wings are shed before or after mating. The sloughing of 
wings leaves cuticular scars on the thorax which is diagnostic of a queen (Creighton 
1950, Zungoli et al. 2005). Furthermore, all three body segments of queens are larger 




females (Figure 1.3; Smith 1934, Zungoli et al. 2005). Light trapping data was 
significantly male-biased, which could be a result of more males being produced within 
the nest than reproductive females, greater male attraction to light sources, or greater 
male dispersal/flight ability (Paysen 2007).  
Figure 1.1 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) workers (Photo: E.S. Paysen). 
 





Figure 1.3 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) castes (Photo: E.S. Paysen). 
 
The larvae of P. chinensis are about 3 mm, white, and grub-like (Figure 1.4). 
Pachycondyla species go through four larval instars (Zara and Caetano 2001). The larvae 
of Pachycondyla species are pogonomyrmecoid in profile. They have numerous tubercles 
with stout subcones or subcylinders with apical spine and with transverse rows of minute 
spinules. They also have one or two intersegmental middorsal discoids or doorknobs. The 




short to moderately long. The head capsule is large with few hairs. The mandibles 
diacammoid shaped but less curved apically and the maxillae are small (Wheeler and 
Wheeler 1976). Larvae of the Ponerine ants in the genus Odontomachus and 
Pachycondyla share a unique morphological modification called a food platter, which is a 
wide, flattened region toward the rear of the body venter that enables them to hold s lid 
food on their abdomen (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). Pachycondyla chinensis larvae 
adhere to the surface of their environments by the doorknob projections (Figure 1.4, left) 
and their head and necks fold over their concave ventral surface (food platter) and feed 
on food items placed there by the workers (Figure 1.5).The silken cocoon is about 4.0 





Figure 1.4 Lateral profile of three of the four larval instars of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), likely the 






Figure 1.5 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) larvae adhered dorsally and feeding on various food items 
placed on their “food platter” by worker ants (Photo: R. Bellinger).  
Biology and Life History 
Pachycondyla chinensis has not been extensively studied and little is known about 
its biology, life history, reproductive cycle, or colony structure. Pachycondyla chinensis 
colonies are thought to be polydomous; in one study, 30.8% polydomy (Paysen 2007) 
was reported from South Carolina population, 52.4% were found without queens in this 
study (Chapter 2), and 66.5% (Gotoh and Ito 2008) were found queenless in their native 
population in western Japan. Gotoh and Ito (2008) also found that the number of nests 
without queens increased during the reproductive season. Pachycondyla chinensis  
polygynous and multiple-queen levels have been reported from 29.1 – 33.3% of colonies 




reproductive female castes can represents as much as 18 – 30% of the entire colony 
(Zungoli et al. 2005, Chapter Two present study, respectively). Gotoh and Ito (2008) 
reported that nests tend to be polygynous in winter and early spring in Japan. After the 
colony produces winged reproductive alates, old queens disappear, likely due to being 
expelled from the nest or death. Queens found in nests appear to be those that emerged in 
the current year. Furthermore, founding colonies consisting of only queens or one queen 
and a very few workers have not been documented. This suggests that young queens are 
adopted into established nests after mating (Gotoh and Ito 2008). Colony founding in this 
species has not been extensively researched. A single laboratory observation reported 
semi-claustral founding behavior (Koriba 1963), which is characterized by a single queen 
that forages outside the nest chamber to feed brood. 
Pachycondyla chinensis nests are reclusive in winter, they change locations 
seasonally. Worker volume and alate swarming is highest in May through August and 
decreases throughout the summer until about September or October when activity ceases 
(Gotoh and Ito 2008, Zungoli and Benson 2008). Brood production of Japanese 
populations begins in May, larvae can be found from late May to October, and alate 
pupae were found there from late June to early October (Gotoh and Ito 2008). Studies in 
South Carolina and Japan suggest that the height of the reproductive season occurs in 
May and June (Gotoh and Ito 2008, Zungoli and Benson 2008). 
Nests are often found in dark, damp locations usually in soil beneath stones, logs, 
and other debris or within crevices of decaying logs (Smith 1934, Creighton 1950, 




intricate tunnels and complex galleries like higher ants. Like many ponerine ants, they 
tend to live in pre-existing structures and only slightly modify their surroundings. 
Colonies are shallow, 2.5–10 cm from the surface. The entrances are cryptic without any 
form of nest refuse near the opening (Zungoli et al. 2005, Paysen 2007). Often a colony is 
located by turning over a piece of debris in the leaf litter, opening a rotting log, or turning 
over an urban structure such as lawn ornaments, and large collections of workers ants 
with a few queens are found (Figure 1.6 and 1.7). Furthermore, colonies are often found 
in abandoned termite galleries and in close proximity to established termite colonies 
(Zungoli et al. 2005, Paysen 2007). It is known that some species of Pachycondyla are 
obligate termite predators (Hölldobler and Traniello 1980).  
 
Figure 1.6 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) colony in decaying wood. Several instars of white larvae are 
present. P. chinensis utilizes the voids in the decaying wood as nesting chambers and to move between 






Figure 1.7 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) colony located between a cut wooden board and a concrete 
paver. Picture was taken several seconds after overturning the wooden cover and the workers have gathered 
the white larvae and are quickly dispersing (Photo: A.S. Tebeau). 
Pachycondyla chinensis  a generalist predator and will feed on a variety of foods 
such as dead insects, fish scraps and decaying fruit (Smith 1934). Experimentally, P. 
chinensis has been observed feeding with a preference towards Multi-Species Ant 
Attractant (MSAA), as well as canned tuna and peanut butter (Nauman 2005). Like other 
Pachycondyla species, P. chinensis exhibits no trailing behavior (Hölldobler and 
Traniello 1980, Hölldobler and Wilson 1990, Nauman 2005), although one brief 
statement suggests that these ants will recruit nestmates by carrying one another to food 
sources that are too large to manage alone (Takimoto 1988).  
Early literature stated that P. chinensis forms small colonies (Smith 1934). 
However, more recent studies suggest colony size is variable, ranging between 20 to over 




Benson 2008). Some ants such as those in the subfamily Dolichodorinae (Argentine ants) 
lack nest borders and colonies can sometimes extend over entire habitats (Majer 1994). 
Pachycondyla chinensis may have similar colony structures that lack any borders, in 
habitats where these ants can be found infesting residential yards. No hard evidence for 
unicoloniality in Ponerinae has been documented (Takahashi et al. 2005). 
 
Medical Importance 
Pachycondyla chinensis administers a powerful sting which has brought this 
invasive species to our attention in upstate South Carolina (Nelder et al. 2006). 
Immunology studies conducted in Korea reported some individuals (2.1%) who are 
stung, experience immediate systemic allergic reactions, including anaphylaxis (Cho et 
al. 2002). Symptoms experienced from stings normally include local reactions, which are 
often large and characterized by edematous, pruritic, and painful lesions that persist for 
24 to 72 hours (Nelder et al. 2006). The welt produced by the sting of P. chinensis is 
often characteristic and can assist in diagnosis when compared to stings of other 
Hymenoptera and Formicidae stings. Often, the skin surrounding the sting site becomes 
bright red with a raised swollen welt which is circular in the center (like a mosquito bite) 
and tapers in the direction in which the stinger entered the skin (Figure 1.8; Nelder et al. 
2006). The pain associated with the sting is also unique in that it may or may not be 
instant and often will subside within a few moments only to return a few moments later, 
which gives the feeling of being stung again (Nelder et al. 2006, Personal observations 




venom, stings can induce generalized urticaria, respiratory distress, and hypotension with 
or without the loss of consciousness (Cho et al. 2002, Nelder et al. 2006). A case of 
anaphylaxis has arisen in Anderson, SC (Nelder et al. 2006), and another in Travelers 
Rest, SC was documented (Zungoli P.). Although cases of anaphylactic shock appear to 





Figure 1.8 Typical reaction to a sting inflicted by Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery). Note the shape of the 
raised welt which may be diagnostic, compared to that of other insect stings. T = 30 min. on upper arm
(Photo: E.S. Paysen).  
Reproduction in Ancestral State Ants  
The genus Pachycondyla is in the subfamily Ponerinae which contains about 
1,300 species. Ponerine ants often retain a large proportion of ancestral morphological 
and behavioral characteristics. Almost all species in this subfamily can be found in 
tropical or sub-tropical regions. They usually reside in small colonies (10 – 1000 adults). 
Many species live in pre-existing structures and only slightly modify their surroundings. 
Ponerine ants exhibit the least queen-worker dimorphism of the ant subfamilies (Peeters 
1997). Pachycondyla chinensis falls under the ponerine group Brachyponera which is 




group are often responsible for all reproduction and workers do not possess spermathecae 
or functioning ovaries (Haskins and Haskins 1950, Ito and Ohkawara 1994, Takahashi et 
al. 2005, Gotoh and Ito 2008, Personal observations) 
In many species of Formicidae, strong division of labor and caste dimorphism is 
seen. A single winged-reproductive queen is modified to have enlarged ovaries and wider 
abdomen to facilitate egg production. Sterile workers conduct all the general nest l bor 
associated with resource acquisition, brood rearing, and defense. This single queen 
system is considered monogynous. Genera from the subfamily Ponerinae exhibit several 
variations from the traditional social hymenoptera hierarchical caste syt m seen in most 
ant species. This is equally true of the genus Pachycondyla.  
Based on morphological reproductive biology and behavioral habits of ponerine 
ants, four types of reproductive organization have been recognized. This categoriz ion of 
reproductive organization also applies to two other closely related subfamilies 
Amblyoponinae and Ectatomminae. The four categories are abbreviated AQ, G, EQ, and 
AQ+G (Ito and Ohkawara 1994, Peeters and Ito 2001, Gotoh and Ito 2008). 
The first category AQ is characterized by reproduction by alate queens which 
after copulation the queen removes her wings. Workers in AQ species are sterile and do 
not possess spermathecae or developed ovaries.  
Also many species have secondarily lost the queen caste responsible for 
reproduction (Peeters and Crew 1986, Peeters 1991, Sledge et al. 1999). Instead, workers 
are responsible for reproducing offspring for the colony. When a worker serves as a 




category of ponerine reproductive strategies. A few species can maintain bo h 
“queenright” and gamergate forms of reproduction (Peeters and Hölldobler 1995).
Furthermore, gamergate colonies can occur as either monogyne, one reproducing 
gamergate, or more commonly polygyne, multiple gamergates reproducing (Komene et 
al. 1999). There are currently about one hundred ponerine species identified that have 
gamergate colonies (Peeters and Crew 1984). A large proportion of Pachycondyla 
literature reports this gamergate vs. queenright colony strategy. (Peeters 1991, Sommer 
and Hölldobler 1992, Komene et al. 1999, Sledge et al. 1999, Dietemann and Peeters 
2000).  
The EQ is another ponerine variation in which “ergatoid” (worker-shaped) queens 
replaces the normal, winged queens. Ergatoid queens differ in that they are born 
permanently wingless and workers do not reproduce (Peeters 1997). When female queens 
are wingless and males possess wings, swarming does not occur. Instead, females attract 
males (sexual calling) to their home nest via pheromones secreted from the gaster which 
is raised in the air (Hölldobler and Haskins 1977). The final group, EQ + G, reproduce 
via a combination of ergatoid and gamergate workers. Pachycondyla chinensis are AQ 
and the genus Pachycondyla contains species that are AQ, G, EQ, and EQ + G (Peeters 
and Ito 2001). 
Several ponerine genera have adopted a primarily polygynous system (Blatrix and 
Jaisson 2000), including the genus Pachycondyla (Trunzer et al. 1998). Pachycondyla 
chinensis is polygynous (Zungoli et al. 2005) and queens are the only caste to reproduce 




documented laying eggs, which is rare in ponerine ants because they are considered 





VERIFICATION OF THE UTILITY OF FOUR MICROSATELLITE LOCI FOUND IN 




The Asian needle ant, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae) 
is established in South Carolina (USA) and surrounding states (Paysen 2007). This 
species is in the ancestral sub-family, Ponerinae, in which caste dimorphism is le s 
pronounced (Peeters 1997, Takahashi et al. 2005). These ants are reported as native to 
Asia and are found in areas of China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam (Teranishi 
1929, Smith 1979, Green 1993, Xu 1994, Bae et al. 1999, Eguchi et al. 2005). The first 
U.S. record of P. chinensis was in 1932 at Decatur, GA (Smith 1934). However, only 
recently has the insect’s potential as a medical and invasive pest been realized (Cho et al. 
2002, Nelder et al. 2006, Paysen 2007). Because of the recent irruption of P. chinensis 
exhibiting invasive behaviors, which may result in heavy ecological damage and potential 
medical health risks, studies are being conducted to gain insight on this species. 
The mating system found in non-native ants, the quantity of reproductive caste 
members, the colony founding strategies and dispersal techniques all affect the propensity 
of a founding ant species to propagate. Understanding the reproductive strategy and 
population genetics of these species offer insight to the biogeography, population 





Genetic markers are powerful tools for inferring reproductive and genetic 
structure of social insects (Thorne et al. 1999, Ross 2001). The high variability inherent 
in microsatellite loci makes them ideal to gain insight on reproductive biology and 
ecological dynamics and can be used as an effective assay for documenting mating 
frequency in polygynous ants (Chapuisat 1998).  
Nine polymorphic microsatellite loci were reported by Takahashi et al. (2005) that 
were developed for P. luteipes (Mayr), but were also found in P. chinensis. The four most 
polymorphic loci (in P. chinensis) were chosen for this study to be used to assess the 
population genetics of P. chinensis (Table 2.1). 
Table 2.1 Locus name, repeat motif, fluorescent tag, primer sequences, optimal annealing temperature 
(Ta), size in basepairs (bp) of cloned alleles and GenBank Accession nos of microsatellite from 
Pachycondyla luteipes (Mayer) (Takahashi et al. 2005). 
Locus Repeat 
motif 






Plu 8 (CT)32 PET 
F: 5’-CGCGGCTGGTATCTCCAGTGCCGC-3’ 
R: 5’-CCTCCAGCGCGTTACACAACG-3’ 
46 180 AB205517 
Plu 23 (GA)26 VIC 
F: 5’-GCCGAGCCAGGTGGAGCGAGTAAC-3’ 
R: 5’-GAGCCGCCGGCATTAAAGCGGCGC-3’ 
56 236 AB205519 
Plu 28 (TC)32 NED 
F: 5’-CTGTGCACGCGTGTGCATTTTCCG-3’ 
R:3’-GCCGACAGCCGACATCTGATGGC-3’ 







56 273 AB205523 
 
Locus Plu 8 had eight alleles between the sizes of 174 to 190 base pairs (bp). 
Locus Plu 23 had ten alleles between 233 and 249 bps. Plu 28 had eight alleles between 
156 and 172. Finally, locus Plu 35 had eight alleles ranging between 268 and 300 bps. 
Expected heterozygosity (He) was reported between 0.66 and 0.79. Observed 
heterozygosity was between 0.55 and 0.65 (Table 2.11). Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 




of HWE or from random association of loci was observed. These tests were not 
conducted on P. chinensis (Takahashi et al. 2005).  
To test the population dynamics of P. chinensis, the utility of these four 
microsatellites were evaluated. The objectives of this study were to disc ver if the loci 
met the criteria and to identify the cause if they did not, as well as confirm that they are 
informative in studying population structure, relatedness, and as an assay for deducing 
mating frequency which will be presented in later chapters. The hypothesis is that the 
markers are polymorphic, neutral (unlinked) to one another, and that the microsatellite  
used to test populations of P. chinensis are not causing deviations in HWE.  
 
Material and Methods 
Sampling 
Conspicuous colonies of P. chinensis, likely to support multiple queens, were 
collected from six field locations in Anderson, Oconee, Pickens and Beaufort Counties in 
South Carolina (USA) between May 2007 and September 2007 (Figure 2.1, Table 2.2). 
They were named by the location in which they were sampled: Pendleton (PN), Botanical 
Gardens (BG), Wildcat Creek (WC), Greenville Zoo (GZ), Travelers Rest (TR), and 
Beaufort (BF). Four complete colonies were collected from each location excluding the 
Beaufort in which only one colony was sampled. Two colonies at each of the five 
locations had adjacent nest borders (less than one meter apart). A third colony was within 
five to ten meters of the first two, and the fourth was located greater than eleve m ters 




and comprised a worker data set to be used for summary statistics of microsatellites and 
as a reference population for data analyses.  
 
Figure 2.1 Sampling distribution of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) in South Carolina. Layers were 
derived from the USGS seamless server, projected in GCS N. American 1983 coordinate system, units: 




Table 2.2 Sampling locations1 of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) in South Carolina, including GPS 
location and geographical distance matrix. 
 
Latitude Longitude TR BG WC PN GZ BF 
Travelers Rest 34°57'30.40"N 82°25'18.62"W 0 km 
     
Botanical 
Gardens 
34°40'28.92"N 82°49'18.84"W 48 km 0 km 
    
Wildcat Creek 34°44'38.40"N 82°50'13.56"W 45 km 8 km 0 km    
Pendleton 34°38'27.74"N 82°47'9.38"W 48 km 5 km 12 km 0 km 
  
Greenville Zoo 34°50'49.53"N 82°23'13.64"W 13 km 44 km 43 km 43 km 0 km  
Beaufort 32°24'30.63"N 80°41'4.11"W 176 km 173 km 177 km 170 km 169 km 0 km 
1Abbreviations: TR- Travelers Rest, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- Wildcat Creek, PN- Pendleton, GZ- 
Greenville Zoo, BF- Beaufort. 
 
Colonies were collected by removing the entire nest and surrounding soil, rock, 
wood, leaves, and debris. Ants were transported to the Clemson University, Urban 
Entomology Research Laboratory where each colony was placed in a separate plastic 
container (59 cm x 43 cm x 15 cm). Debris and dirt were removed via sifting, using 
U.S.A. Standard Sieves gauged between #7 and #20 (W.S.Tyler Inc., Mentor, OH). Live 
ants were removed using an aspirator. Whole colonies were held in 150 x 40 mm plastic 
petri dishes with 5 – 10 cm moist, dental wick (Absorbal Co., Wheat Ridge, CO.) with 
arthropod food sources found in the nest substrate. Worker, queens, males and brood 
were placed in a vial of 100% ethanol pending DNA extraction. The preserved colony 
was sorted by caste (observed at 10x magnification), and queens, males and brood were 
place in individual 0.2 ml dome capped PCR tubes filled with 100% ethanol to separate 
them from the workers within the vial. Voucher specimens were deposited in the 






Sample DNA preparation was conducted at the Clemson University Entomology, 
Soils and Plant Sciences Molecular Biology Lab and analyzed at the Clemson University 
Genomics Institute (CUGI). Individuals were removed from alcohol, placed under a 
dissecting microscope, and foreign broken ant legs or antennae were removed from the 
mandibles of the specimen before genomic DNA was isolated to prevent tissue 
contamination. Worker DNA was isolated from the whole body, whereas the queen DNA 
was isolated from the head and thorax only since the abdomen contained sperm tissue. 
DNA isolation was conducted using the DNeasy® Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valenci , 
CA), following the provided manufacturers protocol. DNA samples were stored in TE 
buffer with a composition of 10 mM Tris, pH7.5; 1 mM EDTA at -10°C.  
 Forward primers conjugated to fluorescent tags were synthesized for laser 
detection during electrophoretic analysis (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA; 
Table 1). Loci were amplified using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) perform d in 
15 µL reactions using the GoTaq® Clear Master Mix (Promega Co., Madison, WI). 
PCR thermal cycles were performed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler EpGradient 
“silver” (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg Deutschland). Both 96-well PCR plates and 0.2 ml 
dome capped PCR tubes were used for this study. PCR protocol from Liu and 
Beckenbach (1992) was optimized to P. chinensis primers. The PCR program consisted 
of an initial three minute hot start at 94°C, and then 30 cycles in the following sequence: 
denaturing at 94°C for one minute, annealing at primer Ta published in Takahashi et al. 




minutes at 70°C and held indefinitely at 10°C or cooler (Liu and Beckenbach 1992). 
Next, 0.5 µL of PCR product was precipitated using chilled 1:10 ammonium acetate: 
100% ethanol solution and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4°C. Dried PCR 
product was transported to CUGI where it was resuspended with 9.7 µL of Hi-Di™ 
formamide (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA) and 0.3 µL of GeneScan™ 600 
LIZ® Size Standard (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA). DNA fragment analysis 
was conducted on an ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, 
CA) at CUGI.  
Computational Analyses 
The software programs Genemapper (version 4.0) and Peakscanner (version 1.0; 
Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA.) were used to score raw allelefrequencies. 
Allelobin (Idury and Cardon 1997) was used for assigning allele sizes into their 
appropriate allele ‘‘bins’’ using least-squares minimization procedures. Finally, the 
application Micro-checker (version 2.2.3, van Oosterhout et al. 2004) was used to infer 
the most probable technical causes of departures from HWE, which detects the presence 
of null alleles, scoring error due to stuttering, and allelic dropout due to short allele 
dominance. 
Excel Microsatellite Toolkit (version 3.1.1, Park 2001), which is an Excel add-in 
(MS_tools.xla) that contains Microsoft Excel visual basic macros for use with diploid or 
haploid microsatellite data, was used to organize and prepare data input files. This 
program has the ability to check data for errors, create input files for populati n genetic 




frequencies and diversity statistics. It was used to calculate observed heterozygosity (Ho) 
which is calculated as the number of heterozygotes at a locus divided by the number of 
individuals typed and Nei's unbiased gene diversity or expected heterozygosity (He) b  
population. The polymorphism information content (PIC) value was also calculated and 
describes how well linkage could be detected in a dataset. A PIC value >0.5 is highly 
informative, <0.5 - >0.25 is reasonably informative, <0.25 is slightly informative 
(Botstein et al. 1980). Finally, allele frequencies were calculated using the Excel 
Microsatellite Toolkit. 
FSTAT, a program to estimate and test gene diversities and fixation indices 
(version 2.9.3, Goudet 2001), was used to compute expected heterozygosity (He) and 
observed heterozygosity (Ho) by locus using Nei’s estimation for heterozygosity (Nei 
1987). 
Since null alleles were detected using the program Micro-checker, the program 
FreeNA (Chapuis and Estoup 2007) was employed to deduce the effects of the null 
alleles on Fst values. The program calculates Weir (1996) F statistics in the presence of 
null alleles with and without the “Excluded Null Allele” correction presented in Chapuis 
and Estoup (2007).  
Genepop (version 4.0.9, Rousset 2008) was used to test deviations from HWE 
genotype proportions at each locus using Fisher’s exact tests and Markov chain 
approximation of the unbiased exact P-values (Guo and Thompson 1992) with 10,000 
demorizations, 20 batches, and 5,000 iterations per batch. Global tests of HWE deviations 




random union of games. Linkage disequilibrium was tested using Fisher’s Method of 
calculating P values for each locus pair across all populations in which the null 
hypothesis is “genotypes at one locus are independent from genotypes at the other locus”.  
 
Results 
Among the 21 colonies sampled, the size was between 17 and 165 workers, with a 
mean of 78.5 and standard deviation of 46.8. The quantity of dealated queens in these 
colonies was between 0 and 25, with a mean of 4.9 and standard deviation of 8.6. 
Multiple queens were found in 30.0% of nests and represented 6 to 30% of the total 
colony. Polydomy was measured by how many colonies were found to be queenless 
(52.4%, n = 21). Six individuals did not amplify at any loci due to genomic DNA failing 
to isolate during the extraction process and were removed from the remainder of 
analyses. Therefore, alleles were scored for 204 individuals. Of the 204 individuals, there 
was missing data for the loci Plu 08, Plu 23, Plu 28 and Plu 35 at a frequency of 5.4%, 
0.0%. 1.5% and 1.0%, respectively, in the global dataset.  
Peakscanner was predominantly used during the allele scoring process. 
Genemapper was occasionally used to verify that samples that failed to produce 
electropherograms could not be recovered. PCR Stutter was present throughout all 
samples (Figure 2.2, 2.3, 4.4 and 4.5). The effect is caused by polymerase slippage and 
made scoring alleles a challenge when alleles were within four basepairs in size from one 
another. Therefore, alleles were scored by locating the largest (in bps) dominant peak. A 




fluorescence units (RFU). The greater the volume of DNA the more intense that peak will 
be (Figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.2 Electropherogram of the loci Plu 08 (Red) found in Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled 
from South Carolina. The x-axis indicates size of fragments (in bp abbreviated S) and the y-axis 
corresponds to RFU (Abbreviated H). The highlighted p aks were the alleles scored, which were 193.93 
and 208.02 at a height of 4102 and 2593 respectively. 
Occasionally, RFU were off-scale and the top of the peak could not be seen. In 
these events, addition-laser “pull-up” was applied to the largest area peak to predict the 
center and thus the size (bp) of the allele (Figure 2.3). 
Figure 2.3 Electropherogram of the loci Plu 28 (black) found i Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled 
from South Carolina. The purple bands indicate an off-scale peak. The red peak is called “pull-up” and can 
be used to identify the center of the black off-scale band. This highlighted allele was scored as a 
homozygous 186.08 fragment at a height of 18192 RFU. The x-axis indicates size of fragment (bp 
abbreviated S) and the y-axis corresponds to RFU (abbreviated H). 
Called-peak sizes were transposed into appropriate allele bins using the program 
Allelobin (Idury and Cardon 1997). The software appropriated alleles into 13, 9, 28 and 
17 separate bin ranges for Plu 8, Plu 23, Plu 28 and Plu 35 respectively. Called alleles 
were compared to their standard deviation (Sw) which was used to indicate the accuracy 




good, 0.41–0.45 poor allele size, and > 0.45 unacceptable allele size). All four alleles 
were under the acceptable standard deviation in which the highest Sw observed in the 
data-set was 0.0251. The fragments were then sorted in descending order by size, those 
with less than 0.4 bp are binned together (Sw of each bin below 0.2 bp), and the mean was 
determined and rounded to the nearest whole base-pair integer to give the molecular 
weight of the allele. Before Allelobin was used, the called alleles were simply rounded to 
their nearest whole number, meaning that an allele called at 158.49 would be assignd a  
a different allele than one called at 158.50. Consequently, when the data-set was run 
through the program Micro-Checker and Excel Microsatellite Toolkit, a variety of errors 
were reported such as unexpected allele size or allele-size scoring error due to stuttering. 
When the called alleles were binned properly, many of these issues were alleviated. 
The Excel Microsatellite Toolkit (version 3.1.1, Park 2001) proved invaluable for 
converting the dataset into appropriate file formats for further analysis and for calculating 
basic summary statistics by population (Table 2.3 through 2.7). Expected and observed 
heterozygosity was calculated by population in Table 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. The 
expected heterozygosity was high in most populations and indicates that the loci are 
sufficient for extensive population genetic analyses. Pendleton Plu 8 and Botanical 
Gardens Plu 23 had low He and Table 2.5 shows these populations are informative at all 
loci combined (He = 0.252 to 0.553). Table 2.6 shows detailed allele frequency by locus 
and population. The microsatellite loci were polymorphic and had 7 to 10 alleles (Table




globally greater than 0.50 indicating that the loci are highly informative, particul rly for 
when calculating linkage disequilibrium. 
Table 2.3 Nei's unbiased gene diversity or expected heterozygosity (He) by locus for populations
1 of South 
Carolina inhabiting Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery). 
Locus PN TR GZ BG WC BF 
Plu8 0.0278 0.683 0.508 0.0494 0.315 0.536 
Plu23 0.636 0.425 0.545 0.000 0.475 0.563 
Plu28 0.599 0.468 0.411 0.548 0.484 0.647 
Plu35 0.506 0.512 0.157 0.410 0.444 0.464 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 
Wildcat Creek, BF- Beaufort. 
Table 2.4 Observed heterozygosity (Ho) by locus for populations
1 of South Carolina inhabiting 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery). Ho is calculated as the number of heterozygotes at a locus divided by the 
number of individuals typed. 
Locus PN TR GZ BG WC BF 
Plu8 0.0278 0.650 0.441 0.00 0.385 0.25 
Plu23 0.432 0.300 0.460 0.00 0.500 0.5 
Plu28 0.278 0.425 0.400 0.100 0.025 0.7 
Plu35 0.541 0.55 0.167 0.425 0.6 0.333 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 
Wildcat Creek, BF- Beaufort. 
Table 2.5 Summary statistics of each location1 i  which Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) was sampled. 
This includes sample size of location, as well as Nei's unbiased gene diversity (He), observed 
heterozygosity (Ho), and mean number (µ no. Alleles) of alleles which are computed with all loci combined 
and corresponding standard deviation (SD). 
Location 
Sample 




PN 37 0.442 0.141 0.320 0.0386 3.75 1.50 
TR 40 0.522 0.0564 0.481 0.0395 2.75 0.96 
GZ 37 0.405 0.0875 0.367 0.0404 3.25 0.50 
BG 40 0.252 0.135 0.131 0.0267 2.75 1.71 
WC 40 0.429 0.0392 0.377 0.0384 2.25 0.50 
BF 10 0.553 0.0379 0.446 0.0865 2.75 0.50 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 





Table 2.6 Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) microsatellite allele frequencies by location1 and globally. 
Locus Populations.....      
Plu8 PN TR GZ BG WC BF All Locations. 
184 98.61 28.75  97.50 19.23  40.68 
186  2.50     0.42 
190  40.00     6.67 
194  28.75 60.29    14.84 
196   2.94    0.49 
202    2.50 80.77 37.50 20.13 
208 1.39  36.76   62.50 16.78 
Num. Alleles = 7 
Plu23 PN TR GZ BG WC BF All Pops. 
225   2.70    0.45 
227 37.84 30.00 45.95  62.50 40.00 36.05 
231 45.95  50.00 100.00 37.50 5.00 39.74 
233 1.35      0.23 
235 1.35      0.23 
239   1.35   55.00 9.39 
241 13.51 70.00     13.92 
Num. Alleles = 7 
Plu28 PN TR GZ BG WC BF All Pops. 
132     1.25  0.21 
148      45.00 7.50 
164    2.50   0.42 
166    1.25   0.21 
168 33.33   56.25  40.00 21.60 
170 52.78 63.75  37.50 62.50  36.09 
172    2.50 36.25  6.46 
178  36.25 20.00    9.38 
184 13.89  5.71   15.00 5.77 
186   74.29    12.38 
Num. Alleles = 10 
Plu35 PN TR GZ BG WC BF All Pops. 
240   91.67    15.28 
244    1.25   0.21 
246 2.70      0.45 
248 63.51 55.00 1.39 72.50 32.50 16.67 40.26 
252 1.35      0.23 
254  1.25     0.21 
268 1.35      0.23 
270      11.11 1.85 
272 31.08 43.75 6.94 26.25 67.50 72.22 41.29 
Num. Alleles = 9 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 





Table 2.7 PIC values of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) loci for each location1 indicating how well 
linkage could be detected in a dataset. 
Locus PN TR GZ BG WC BF Global 
Plu8 0.0270 0.607 0.401 0.0476 0.264 0.359 0.656 
Plu23 0.553 0.332 0.432 0.00 0.359 0.436 0.582 
Plu28 0.514 0.355 0.357 0.451 0.375 0.534 0.721 
Plu35 0.420 0.390 0.146 0.333 0.343 0.396 0.564 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 
Wildcat Creek, BF- Beaufort. 
 
The numbers of observed and expected heterozygosities per locus that were 
calculated in FSTAT (version 2.9.3, Goudet 2001) are given in Table 2.8. Expected 
heterozygosity was measured by locus for all populations and was between 0.645 and 
0.788 indicating that all loci were highly variable and appropriate for measuring the 
population dynamics. However, observed heterozygosity was much lower than expected 
(Average calculated by location was 0.08 lower observed than expected and an average
of 0.361 lower calculated by locus) which is discussed below as deviations in HWE.  
Table 2.8 Variability of allele loci for all South Carolina Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) locations. 
Expected heterozygosity (He) and observed (Ho) were computed from F-Stat (version 2.9.3, Goudet 2001) 
using Nei’s estimation of heterozygosity (Nei 1987). 
Locus He Ho # alleles 
Plu 8 0.742 0.292 7 
Plu 23 0.686 0.365 7 
Plu 28 0.788 0.321 10 
Plu 35 0.645 0.436 9 
All 0.715 0.354 33 
 
The application Micro-checker was used to infer the most probable technical 
causes of departures from HWE. Despite the high occurrence of PCR stutter, the program 




dropout due to short allele dominance. However, the program did report the presence of 
possible null alleles. 
Since null alleles were detected, the program FreeNA (Chapuis and Estoup 2007) 
was used to deduce the effects of the null alleles on Fst values. Two values of Fst (Table 
2.9) were calculated, corrected and uncorrected, and were compared using a Student’s  – 
test. They were not significantly different (P = 0.108). Furthermore, complete PCR 
failure was rare which would occur whenever an individual’s genotype was a 
homozygous null allele. Therefore, the corrected dataset offered by the FreeNA program 
was not used and null alleles were ignored for the remainder of the analyses.  
Table 2.9 Fst (Weir 1996 ) calculated in FreeNA using the correction ENA and without (Chapuis and 
Estoup 2007) from microsatellite alleles frequencies found in South Carolina Pachycondyla chinensis 
(Emery) populations. 




Plu 8 0.566 0.559 
Plu 23 0.360 0.353 
Plu 28 0.345 0.310 
Plu 35 0.366 0.364 
All 0.408 0.397 
 
Test of HWE expectations using worker genotypes resulted in significant 
deviations within the study population where the null hypothesis (Ho) is random union of 
gametes. Exact probability tests across the four loci Plu 8, Plu 23, Plu 28 and Plu 35 were 
P = 0.0138, 0.0489, < 0.0001 and 0.0109, respectively. Across populations, HWE exact 
test was highly significant for all populations except Travelers Rest (P = 0.479) and 
Beaufort (P = 0.4454). Similarly, exact test across all loci and all populations were highly 




heterozygote deficiency for all loci and all populations was highly significat (P = 
<0.0001, SE ± <0.0001). Likewise global tests of the alternative heterozygote excess, 
were highly insignificant (P = 1.0, SE ± <0.0001). Therefore, it is concluded that the 
data-set suffers from a heterozygote deficiency that is skewing HWE.  
Linkage disequilibrium tests revealed that loci were independent of one another. 
Fisher’s Method P values for each locus pair across all populations varied between 0.083 
and 0.707 (Table 2.10).  
Table 2.10 Linkage disequilibrium calculations of South Carolina Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) 
population allele frequencies, in which P-value for each locus pair across all populations is calculated using 
Fisher’s Method. 
Locus pair Chi2 df P-Value 
Plu 8 Plu 23 6.589 8 0.582 
Plu 8 Plu 28 17.271 12 0.140 
Plu 23 Plu 28 8.076 10 0.621 
Plu 8 Plu 35 8.948 12 0.707 
Plu 23 Plu 35 16.633 10 0.083 
Plu 28 Plu 35 10.164 12 0.602 
 
Discussion 
The four loci were shown to be sufficiently informative. The loci were unlinked 
but did not detect random union of gametes. Deviations from HWE can be caused by 
biological factors such as non-random mating, mutations, selection, random genetic drift, 
gene flow, and limited population size (Halliburton 2004), and will be discussed more in 
Chapter Three. However, HWE deviations can also be caused by technical and sampling 
errors. It appears as though, the deviations observed here are due to biological factors and 




The high rate of stutter observed in PCR amplimer made it difficult to score
alleles because when two alleles were within four basepairs they appeared to be one large 
allele and thus homozygous at that locus. This may have affected HWE also. Despite 
Microchecker not statistically detecting significant allele scoring errors due to stuttering, 
I predict the stutter effect contributed to underestimating observed heterozygosity.  
Furthermore, although FreeNA statistically showed null alleles did not affect Fst 
calculations, the absence of a few alleles may also contributed to HWE deviations, but is 
unlikely since PCR failure was rare.  
Biological explanations of HWE deviation may explain these deviates, which are 
discussed in Chapter Three. There I calculate and discuss Fst (fixation index) as well as 
inbreeding coefficients (Fis and Fit) which were high. Bottleneck indices were also 
calculated which suggested several populations had recently experienced a reduction in 
their reproductive populations. The results of those studies are that inbreeding appears to 
be prevalent in P. chinensis colonies (due to intra-nest breeding or reduction in 
population size) which would also play a significant role in HWE by promoting loci to 
become fixed (greater observation of private alleles and homozygosity). It is difficult to 
elucidate the exact cause of HWE deviations but it is likely to be a combination of major 
biological influences and a few technical errors.  
 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, this study confirms that the loci chosen are informative in studying 
population structure, relatedness, and as an assay for deducing mating frequency which 




estimated to be a combination of biological factors; such as non-random mating due to 
inbreeding and population bottleneck, mutations, selection, random genetic drift and gene 
flow, and limited population size. Technical causes of HWE deviations were ruled out 
and included PCR stutter, null alleles, and allelic dropout due to short allele dominance. 
 I failed to reject the hypothesis that the markers are polymorphic, neutral and not 
linked to one another. However, I rejected the hypothesis that populations of P. chinensis 





POPULATION STRUCTURE OF THE PONERINE ANT PACHYCONDYLA 
CHINENSIS (EMERY) (HYMENOPTERA: FORMICIDAE) 
 
Introduction 
Ants are often the dominant arthropod species competing for resources in the 
environment. Their presence affects all members of the terrestrial ecosystem  they 
occupy (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). The impact of invasive ant species is the most 
damaging of all the biological invaders (Williams 1994, Moller 1996). The cost 
associated with the introduction of the red imported fire ant, Solenopsis invicta (Buren)¸ 
alone is estimated at one billion dollars annually (Pimental et al. 2000). Furthermore, as 
many as 147 of the 12,514 published ant species (http://www.antbase.org/ - 22 June 
2009) have been observed outside their described home range (McGlynn 1999). Most ant 
introductions are human mediated and detrimental to their receiving ecosystem 
(McGlynn 1999). 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae), an introduced ant from 
Asia, was first recorded in the United States before 1932, in Decatur GA. It also w s 
found at that time in North Carolina and Virginia (Smith 1934). The species was of little 
concern, but only recently as populations have irrupted, has the insect’s potential as a 
medical and invasive pest been appreciated (Cho et al. 2002, Nelder et al. 2006, Paysen 
2007). Pachycondyla chinensis has since established in South Carolina, Tennessee, and 
Alabama as well as those state where it was originally documented (Smith 1934, Carter 
1962, Hunter 1974, Hunter and Farrier 1975, Nuhn 1977, Smith 1979, MacKay and 




There are many commonalities that contribute to the success of adventive ant 
species. They usually require general nesting and dietary resources, contain mul iple 
reproductive caste members (polygynous), reproduce via budding, and exhibit minimal 
intraspecific aggression (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990 pg. 215, Passera 1994, Ross et al. 
1996, Giraud et al. 2000, Holway et al. 2002, Tsutsui and Suarez 2003). Furthermore, 
many ants transition from small, closely related colonies that accrue significant pressure 
from their conspecifics in their natural environment, to large unicolonial societies wh re 
nestmate relatedness and intraspecific competition are low (Passera 1994, Giraud et al. 
2000, Holway et al. 2002, Tsutsui and Suarez 2003). 
The life history of adventive P. chinensis reflects many of the aforementioned 
commonalities contributing to its success in upstate South Carolina. Nesting habits are 
basic and without intricate tunnels and complex galleries as found in higher ants. Like 
many ponerine ants, they tend to live in pre-existing structures and only slightly modify 
their surroundings. Nests are often found in dark, damp locations such as decaying coarse 
woody debris or in soil beneath stones, logs, and other debris (Smith 1934, Creighton 
1950, Zungoli et al. 2005, Paysen 2007). Colonies are shallow, 2.5–10 cm from the 
surface. The entrances are cryptic without any form of nest refuse near the opening 
(Zungoli et al. 2005, Paysen 2007). Often a colony is located by turning over a piece of 
debris in the leaf litter, opening a rotting log, or turning over an urban structure such a  
lawn ornaments where large collections of workers and a few queens are found (Fig re
1.6 and 1.7). Pachycondyla chinensis  a generalist predator and will feed on a variety of 




Pachycondyla chinensis  polygynous and multiple queen levels have been 
reported from 29.1 – 33.3% of colonies sampled (Gotoh and Ito 2008, Chapter Two 
present study, respectively). Furthermore, the reproductive female caste represents as 
much as 18 – 30% of the entire colony (Zungoli et al. 2005, Chapter Two present study, 
respectively). Furthermore they are thought to be polydomous, which was measured by 
how many colonies were documented without queens. In one study, 30.8% polydomy 
(Paysen 2007) was reported from South Carolina population, 52.4% were found without 
queens in this study (Chapter 2) and 66.5% of nests (Gotoh and Ito 2008) were found 
queenless in their native population in western Japan. Colony founding in this species has 
not been extensively researched. A single laboratory observation reported semi-claustral 
founding behavior (Koriba 1963), which is characterized by a single queen that forages 
outside the nest chamber to feed brood. Paysen (2007) suggests that colony budding 
serves as a primary or secondary mode of reproduction in P. chinensis supported by a 
positive correlation between worker and queen numbers, polydomous nesting habits, and 
male-biased alate flights (calculated from light-trap samples). Also, he noted that 
ponerine ants typically do not possess well-developed wing musculature (Peeters 1993) 
and probably are not capable of long-range flight (Paysen 2007). Budding has been 
suggested for other Pachycondyla species as well (Sommer and Hölldobler 1992, Leal 
and Oliveira 1995, Pezon et al. 2005). Denis et al. (2007) notes “polydomy often is 
considered as a direct consequence of polygyny, and colony reproduction by budding an  




Furthermore, early literature states that P. chinensis form small colonies (Smith 
1934). However, more recent studies suggest colony size currently, while variable, is 
much higher, ranging between 20 to over 5,000 individuals (Creighton 1950, Zungoli et 
al. 2005, Paysen 2007, Zungoli and Benson 2008) and that this difference in early and 
current population indices is likely a result of adaptation to their new habitat (Paysen 
2007). In upstate South Carolina, average colony size has been documented ranging from 
145.2 workers (n = 42, SD ± 113.9, range 5 to 628: from all colonies collected in current 
study) to 1,044 workers (n = 13, SD ± 1,618, range 39 to 5,719: from Zungoli et al. 2005, 
Paysen 2007, and Zungoli and Benson 2008). In contrast, Gotoh and Ito (2008) reported 
an average of 31.9 workers (n = 400, SD ± 29.0, range 1 to 276). The difference in mean 
nest size between the Japanese populations and the two South Carolina population indices 
are significantly different (two-tailed P value less than 0.0001).This may sugge t that 
populations of invasive P. chinensis tend to have larger colonies than those in their native 
range.  
The possibility of unicoloniality has not been explored in P. chinensis. The 
closely related species P. luteipes (Mayr) is putatively considered unicolonial, but no 
conclusive evidence has been presented for this species or for the subfamily Ponerinae, 
for that matter (Takahashi et al. 2005, Kikuchi et al. 2007). Unicolonial species are 
characterized by polygynous reproduction, low relatedness of nestmates, and low 
intraspecific aggression between neighboring nests/colonies and individuals (Keller 
1995). Introduced populations can suffer from founder’s effect in which a reproductive 




recognition alleles. The loss of these recognition cues reduces the ability of ants to 
distinguish kin, thus allowing free movement of individuals between colonies (Tsutsui et 
al. 1999, Tsutsui et al. 2003). 
Pachycondyla chinensis  found in discontinuously widespread populations that 
are locally abundant, suggesting that there were multiple primary or possible secondary 
introductions into the U.S. (Paysen 2007). Therefore, it is likely that populations 
introduced to the U.S. experienced a reduction in effective population size and genetic 
composition in these ants would be bottlenecked and inbred. Furthermore, populations 
will likely be differentiated over wide distances, reflecting local abundance in isolated 
pockets where the ant is found. Because of this, it is not likely that unicoloniality is 
expressed over the entire global population, which would be considered a supercolony. 
Instead, it would appear as if P. chinensis is differentiated between broad locations but 
populations will be indistinguishable within a specific location.  
Genetic markers are powerful tools for inferring reproductive and genetic 
structure of social insects (Thorne et al. 1999, Ross 2001). The high variability inherent 
in microsatellite loci makes them ideal to gain insight on reproductive biology and 
ecological dynamics (Chapuisat 1998), and therefore were chosen to monitor P. chinensis 
population genetics. 
The objectives of this study were to monitor estimated parameters of inbreeding, 
bottleneck indices, population structure, reproductive migrants, caste relatedness, a d to 




by which this pest species is so successful. The hypotheses set forth in this study were as 
follows; 
1) Due to recent introduction of P. chinensis, allele frequencies will reflect signals of 
a recent bottleneck and inbreeding will be observed at high rates. 
2) Due to discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant and the 
likely limited dispersal ability of P. chinensis, nests that are substantially 
separated by distance will be categorized as individual populations and migration 
rates between populations will be low. 
3) Invasive populations of P. chinensis follow the trend of adventive species in that 
individual nests will be indistinguishable from one another and thus be classified 
as unicolonial within a locally abundant population. 
4) Queen contributions to offspring will be equal within nests and will have similar 
estimations of relatedness. 
 
Material and Methods 
Colony sampling, genomic isolation, amplification, recording genotypes and 
calculating deviations from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) were conducted in the 
same manner as Chapter Two. The data set used to characterize population strucure and 
evaluation of P. chinensis microsatellite markers also are found in Chapter Two. In 
addition to the worker dataset, one to 18 queens were sampled from a single nest within 





Population Bottleneck  
The program Bottleneck (version 1.2.2, Cornuet and Luikart 1996) was used to 
detect recent reduction in the effective population sizes of P. chinensis populations from 
allele frequencies. This is done by detecting correlative reduction of theallel  numbers 
and gene diversity (He) at polymorphic loci because allele numbers are reduced faster 
than gene diversity, causing Ho to be larger than He. The two phase mutation model was 
assumed and the Wilcoxon sign-rank test (Luikart et al. 1997) was used to detect 
heterozygote excess, which indicates a recent bottleneck event. One-tailed P values were 
calculated for each location across all four loci. Bottleneck 1.2.02 (Cornuet and Luikart 
1996) also offers a qualitative descriptor of the allele frequency distribution (m de-shift 
indicator) which discriminates bottlenecked populations from stable populations. Here 
the allele frequency distribution is established to determine if it is approximately L-
shaped (as expected under mutation-drift equilibrium) or not (recent bottlenecks result in 
a mode shift). There are limitations on the mode-shift indicator such as there must be 
greater than 30 individuals per population sampled or type 1 error occurs, which is 
satisfied by all populations except Beaufort. Allele frequency differencs between 
populations of U.S. and Japanese P.chinensis were also used to deduce information about 
bottleneck events. 
Population Structure 
Local and global population structure was detected using the application 
STRUCTURE (version 2.2, Pritchard et al. 2000, Falush et al. 2003). The program 




allele polymorphisms based on genotype data of microsatellite loci. The admixture model 
was applied since previous analyses of these data indicated that the populations were 
inbred due to a bottlenecking effect probably caused by their introduction. A burn-in 
period of 100,000 followed by an additional 100,000 iterations was used for both local 
and global analyses. Furthermore, the analyses were run using the correlated allele 
frequency model since this often improves clustering for closely related populati ns, but 
may increase the risk of over-estimating the assumed number of populations present (K).  
Global analyses included 204 individuals sampled from six locations, five of 
which contained four nests and one (Beaufort, SC) that contained a single nest. Locations 
were between 500 meters and 28 km apart. The assumed number of populations (X) was 
set between one and ten and the probability that X = K (Pr(X|K)) was calculated. 
Estimations of Pr(X|K) were replicated to ensure that the parameters were set so that the 
results were consistent and that summary statistics appeared to properly cnverge.  
Local analyses evaluated four nests sampled at a single location. Each location 
was one of the five found in the global analysis that contained four nests. These nests 
were <1 to 20 m apart. The maximum number of individuals per nest was 10 and 40 per 
local analysis. Due to the small sample size in the local structure analysis, α varied 
greatly during each run. The α is a Dirichlet parameter for degree of admixture. Small α 
(< 1) implies that most individuals are essentially from one population or another, whil  α 
> 1 implies that most individuals are admixed. To correct for this small sample size and 




from the default 0.025 to 0.075 in the local analyses. Values of assumed K were between 
one and four.  
The program Distruct (version 1.1, Rosenberg 2004) provided a variety of option 
to display STRUCTURE outputs. The program was used briefly, but proved to be labor 
intensive to input files, and the resulting graphs were less visually appealing or 
informative than the Structure graphs (Figure 3.1b vs 3.1a). Therefore, graphswere taken 
from Structure and modified via Microsoft Paint.  
Genic and Genotypic Differentiation and Reproductive Migrants 
Genepop (version 4.0.9; Rousset 2008) was used to test Genic and Genotypic 
distribution which are concerned with the distribution of alleles in the various samples. 
Number of migrant (Nm) reproductives between nests was calculated using private
alleles as described in Barton and Slatkin (1986).  
Isolation by Distance 
Isolation by distance (IBD) between and within locations was tested using a 
Mantel test with 1,000 permutations performed with “Isolation by Distance Web Service” 
(version 3.16, Jenson et al. 2005). Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rs) were
 
calculated between the transformed matrix of pairwise Fst (i.e.,
 Fst/(1 – Fst)) and the 
matrix of ln-transformed geographical distances. 
Allele Frequency Based Correlations 
FSTAT, a program to estimate and test gene diversities and fixation indices 
(version 2.9.3, Goudet 2001) was used to computed expected heterozygosity (He) and 




Fit were computed using Weir and Cockerham (1984) estimations. Fst statistics are 
indicators of genetic variation and differentiation in a population given the differenc s 
between subpopulations (Fst), the inbreeding within subpopulations (Fis), and inbreeding 
within individuals (Fit). These statistics are based on allele frequencies at individual loci 
and assume these allele frequencies are at HWE. Low values of Fst (Fst ≈ 0) indicate little 
to no genetic differentiation at the subpopulation level compared to that of the global 
population. 
The program Arlequin (Version 2.000, Schneider et al. 2000) was used to 
estimate pairwise genetic distances at the nest and location level. These are Fst based 
genetic differentiation parameters for short divergence time. 
Relatedness 
Finally, the Macintosh program RELATEDNESS (version 5.0.5, Goodnight 
2000) was used because it is often found in ant, microsatellite, relationship research 
(Giraud et al. 2000, Tay and Crozier 2000, 2001). Relatedness calculates average genetic 
relatedness (R) among sets of individuals defined by demographic variables such a
colonies, locations, caste, or sex. It does this by measuring the allelic correlati n 
compared to some population background allele frequency. It is also capable of finding
standard errors and confidence intervals for significance testing using a jackknife 
resampling method (Goodnight 2000). Theoretically, R can be any positive or negative 
value, but it usually ranges between zero (no relatedness) and one (genetically identical 
individuals or colonial population; Bourke and Franks 1995). Furthermore, the expected 




single, once-mated, out-bred queen (Bourke 1997). In haplodiploids, females have twice 
the sex-specific reproductive value of males because females are diploid and males are 
haploid. Females are intrinsically twice as reproductively valuable as males because they 
carry twice the number of genes. Therefore, regression relatedness is a mea ure of the 
probability that a recipient and actor share a focal gene independently of their average 
probability of doing so (which is the gene's average frequency in the population). Life-
for-life relatedness is the regression relatedness multiplied by the relative sex-specific 
reproductive value (which is the recipients sex-specific reproductive value divid  by 
that of the actors). In diploids, the female: male ratio of sex-specific reproductive value is 
1, because both sexes have identical ploidies (Table 3.1, Bourke 1997). Bourke and 
Franks (1995) describe negative relatedness means “the bearers of a focal gene 
systematically associate with individuals bearing the gene with below-average 
frequency”. Since the loci were shown to be unlinked and independent, jackknifing was 
performed over loci to obtain standard error of relatedness estimates.  
Within a limited sample size, the genetically-similar groups of relatives will bias 
the allele frequencies in the individual being sampled, resulting in an underestimation of 
relatedness. Therefore, relatedness calculations were bias-corrected by location, in order 
to eliminate all putative relatives of the current individual contributing to the relatedness 
equation. Nests (with-in a location) were weighted equally, meaning that the contribution 




Table 3.1 Expected relatedness between family combinations for insect colonies with single, once-mated, 
out-bred queens. Regression relatedness is a measure of the probability that a recipient and actor share a 
focal gene independently of their average probability of doing so. Life-for-life relatedness is the reg ssion 
relatedness multiplied by the relative sex-specific reproductive value. In diploids, the female: male r tio of 
sex-specific reproductive value is 1, because both sexes have identical ploidies (Bourke 1997). 
  Haploids Diploids 





Queen Daughter 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Female Son 1 0.5 0.5 
Female Daughter 0.5 1 0.5 
Queen's Mate Queen's Son 0 0 0.5 
Sister Sister 0.75 0.75 0.5 
Sister Brother 0.5 0.25 0.5 
Brother Sister 0.25 0.5 0.5 
Brother Brother 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Queen Grandson 0.5 0.25 0.25 




The test of Hardy-Weinberg expectations using worker genotypes resulted in 
significant deviations within the study population where the null hypothesis (Ho) is 
random union of gametes. Exact probability tests across the four loci Plu 8, Plu 23, Plu 
28 and Plu 35 were P = 0.0138, 0.0489, < 0.0001 and 0.0109, respectively. Across 
populations, Hardy-Weinberg exact test was highly significant for all populations except 
Travelers Rest (P = 0.479) and Beaufort (P = 0.4454). Similarly, exact test results across 
all loci and all populations were highly significant (P = <0.0001, SE ± <0.0001). Global 
tests for the alternative hypothesis (H1) heterozygote deficiency for all loci and all 




the alternative heterozygote excess, was highly insignificant (P = 1.0, SE ± <0.0001). 
Therefore, it is concluded that the data-set suffers from heterozygote deficiency that is 
skewing HWE. 
Population Bottleneck 
The results of the Bottleneck model fitting are shown in Table 3.2. Travelers Rest 
and Wildcat Creek displayed significant heterozygosity excess (P ≤ 0.05). Wildcat Creek 
and Beaufort both had shifted mode distribution, but as mentioned in the Materials and 
Methods, a minimum of 30 individuals were required and Beaufort only had 10. Globally 
there was no sign of a bottleneck event. These data suggest that 70 years ago there may 
have been a bottleneck of the population with subsequent mixing resulting in 
subpopulations. However, there may still be remnants of a bottleneck event occurring at 
Wildcat Creek and Travelers Rest populations. 
Table 3.2 Results of bottleneck analysis show the one-tailed P value for heterozygosity excess and allele 
frequency distribution (mode shift) in Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) at six sites in South Carolina 
calculated from microsatellite allele frequencies. 
Location One-Tailed P Value Mode-Shift 
Pendleton 0.84375 Normal 
Travelers Rest 0.03125 Normal 
Greenville Zoo 0.4375 Normal 
Botanical Gardens 0.9375 Normal 
Wildcat Creek 0.03125 Shifted 
Beaufort 0.0625 Shifted 
Global 0.90625 Normal 
 
The South Carolina population allele ranges differed from the Japanese 
population reported in Iriomote Island (Table 3.3; Takahashi et al. 2005) and had few 




as they did not outline how they treated stutter peaks. However, the stutter should have 
only changed the alleles by a factor of four to eight base pairs. It is not unlikely that the 
populations separated by greater than 10,000 km and 70 years would have very different 
alleles and frequencies. Observed gene diversity (Ho) was much lower in the SC 
populations than the Japanese (despite similar He), also allele frequencies did not differ. 
These observations indicate that U.S. populations are not globally bottlenecked. 
Table 3.3 Comparison of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) microsatellite loci between South Carolina, 
USA and Iriomote Island, Japan (Takahashi et al. 2005) populations. The size range in base pairs (Range), 
number of alleles found (na), Expected heterozygosity (He), and observed heterozygosity (Ho) are displayed 
for each populations as well as number of workers sampled (nw) and number alleles shared between each 
population. 
 
South Carolina (nw = 204) Japan (nw = 20) 
Alleles 
Shared 
Locus Range na He Ho Range na He Ho  
Plu 8 184 - 208 7 0.74 0.29 174 - 190 8 0.79 0.55 2 
Plu 23 225 - 241 7 0.69 0.37 229 - 249 10 0.66 0.60 5 
Plu 28 132 - 186 10 0.79 0.32 156 - 174 8 0.72 0.60 5 
Plu 35 240 - 272 9 0.65 0.44 268 - 302 8 0.68 0.65 2 
 
Population Structure 
For identification of local structure, Botanical Gardens and Wildcat Creek had 
low estimates of α which was relatively stable, indicating slight structure at the localeve  
(Table 3.4). Lower estimates of likelihoods (ln PR(X|K)) are indicative of a better fit of 
the data to the number of populations. Bar plots of each of the local analyses are 
displayed in Figure 3.1 through 3.5. These plots use the best-fitting value of K greater 
than one. The values on the x-axis are population identification as supplied in the input 
file. The value on the y-axis correspond to each individual which is represented by a 
single vertical line broken into K-colored segments, with lengths proportional to each of 




found in Table 3.5 through 3.9. Botanical Gardens structure reflected the geospatial 
sampling of colonies (Figure 3.4 and Table 3.8).The two closest colonies were groupd 
together as one population and the other two were grouped as the second possible 
population. Wildcat Creek did not show the similar structure-reflecting sampling 
distribution (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.9). 
Table 3.4 Result of local structure analysis for assumed Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) populations in 
South Carolina. The table displays estimated ln probability (ln Pr(X|K)) and average value of alpha (µ of α) 
calculated for a predicted number of populations (K) present in the sample locations. Botanical Gardens 
and Wildcat Creek estimated ln Pr(X|K) and µ of α are lower, suggesting higher probability, at K = 2. 
These results indicate the locations contain two subpopulations. 
 Pendleton  Travelers Rest Greenville Zoo Botanical G. Wildcat Creek  
K ln 
Pr(X|K) 
µ of α ln 
Pr(X|K) 
µ of α ln 
Pr(X|K) 
µ of α ln 
Pr(X|K) 
µ of α ln 
Pr(X|K) 
µ of α 
1 -230  -260.3  -196.3  -140.3  -202.5  
2 -284.5 0.9573 -261.2 4.937 -203.2 3.9542 -109.4 0.0927 -172.6 0.0698 
3 -320.4 3.0302 -260.5 4.8943 -209.1 4.8009 -122.5 0.0775 -198.1 0.0922 
4 -335.6 3.1335 -261.5 5.6417 -203.3 5.05 -147 0.0746 -201.8 4.1342 
 
Figure 3.1a Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Pendleton showing no clear structu e. The x-axis 





Figure 3.1b Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Pendleton as displayed from the program Distruct. 
  
 
Figure 3.2 Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 3) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Travelers Rest showing no clear structure. The x-axis 
corresponds to the colony number in the sampled transect. 
 
Figure 3.3 Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Greenville Zoo showing no clear structure. The x-axis 




Figure 3.4 Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Botanical Gardens showing possible tructure. The x-axis 
corresponds to the colony number in the sampled transect. Colony 1 and 2 at this site are predominately 
clustered to population one where colony 3 and 4 are clustered towards population 2. 
Figure 3.5 Bar plot of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) in local population structure analysis of 
Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled from Wildcat Creek showing possible structure. The x-axis 
corresponds to the colony number in the sampled transect. Clustering of the two subpopulations tends to be 
equally distributed over the four nests. 
Table 3.5 Inferred cluster of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) calculated in local population 
structure analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled at Pendleton. The table shows evenly 
distributed clusters meaning no structure is present. 
Nest 
Inferred Clusters Number of 
Individuals 1 2 
1 0.579 0.421 10 
2 0.467 0.533 10 
3 0.519 0.481 9 





Table 3.6 Inferred cluster of best fitting predicted populations (K = 3) calculated in local population 
structure analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled at Travelers Rest. The table shows evenly 
distributed clusters indicative of no clear structure. 
Nest 
Inferred Clusters Number of 
Individuals 1 2 3 
1 0.333 0.332 0.335 10 
2 0.334 0.334 0.333 10 
3 0.333 0.333 0.334 10 
4 0.334 0.333 0.333 10 
 
Table 3.7 Inferred cluster of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) calculated in local population 
structure analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled at Greenville Zoo. The table shows evenly 
distributed clusters indicative of no clear structure. 
Nest 
Inferred Clusters Number of 
Individuals 1 2 
1 0.495 0.505 9 
2 0.500 0.500 10 
3 0.496 0.504 9 
4 0.510 0.490 9 
 
Table 3.8 Inferred cluster of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) calculated in local population 
structure analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled at Botanical Gardens. Nest 1 and 2 at this 
site is predominately clustered to population one, whereas nest 3 and 4 are clustered towards population 2. 
Nest 
Inferred Clusters Number of 
Individuals 1 2 
1 0.682 0.318 10 
2 0.775 0.225 10 
3 0.487 0.513 10 
4 0.267 0.733 10 
 
Table 3.9 Inferred cluster of best fitting predicted populations (K = 2) calculated in local population 
structure analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled at Wildcat Creek Inferred some level 
showing structure. Individuals of the nests one, two and three tend to be slightly leaning towards cluter 2. 
Nest 
Inferred Clusters Number of 
Individuals 1 2 
1 0.318 0.682 10 
2 0.320 0.680 10 
3 0.414 0.586 10 





For global population analysis, K = 8, the ln Pr(X|K) was the lowest, with a value 
of -1129.6, which varied less between repetitions of a single K, than for different values 
of K (Table 3.10). The probability that K = X was computed using Bayes’ probability 
theorem, (Pritchard et al. 2000, Pritchard et al. 2007 see equation 3) and indicated with 
high significance that K = 8. Bar plots for the possible acceptable values of K can be 
found in Figure 3.6 through Figure 3.11. At K = 6 the bar plot most resembled the spatial 
pattern of sampling with the two closest colonies; Pendleton and Botanical Gardens (5 
km apart) being intermixed (Figure 3.7). The bar plot for K = 8 shows similar overlap 
between groups Pendleton and Botanical Gardens but also displays evidence of the 
substructure in Wildcat Creek seen from the local analysis (Figure 3.9). Therefore, it is 
concluded that K does in fact = 8 where colony 1 and 4 are an intermixed population and 




Table 3.10 Results of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) global structure analysis with ten predicted values 
of K showing the likelihood values, the mean value of α, the average of replicated analyses, and probability 
K = X using Bayes’ theorem. Lower values of ln PR(X|K) and values of Pr(X|K) approaching 1 are 
indicative of a closer fit to the true value of K.  
K ln Pr(X|K) µ of α Average Pr(X|K) 
1 -2177   
0 
2 -1748 0.0337  
4.0 E-269 
3 -1511 0.0327  
3.4 E-166 
4 -1328 0.0307  
 
4 -1328 0.0311  
 
4 -1331 0.0314  
 
4 -1333 0.0314 -1330 1.40 E-87 
5 -1264 0.0314  
 
5 -1262 0.0312  
 
5 -1268 0.0312 -1265 2.4 E-59 
6 -1182 0.0318  
 
6 -1185 0.0315  
 
6 -1181 0.0314 -1183 9.6 E-24 
7 -1143 0.0315  
 
7 -1176 0.0322  
 
7 -1197 0.0315  
 
7 -1189 0.0321 -1176 1.1 E-20 
8 -1130 0.0319  
 
8 -1134 0.0321  
 
8 -1126 0.0318 -1130 1.0 
9 -1146 0.032  
 
9 -1174 0.0321 -1160 9.4 E-14 
10 -1150 0.0321  
 





Figure 3.6 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 
predicted populations of K = 5. The x-axis corresponds to the sampling location within the transect. 
 
Figure 3.7 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 
predicted populations of K = 6. Note that location 1 and 4 are the spatially close to one another (~5.0 km) 
relative to other locations and are overlapped.  
 
Figure 3.8 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 




Figure 3.9 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 
predicted populations of K = 8. 
 
Figure 3.10 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 
predicted populations of K = 9. 
 
Figure 3.11 South Carolina, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery), global structural analysis, bar plot with 
predicted populations of K = 10. 
Genic and Genotypic Differentiation 
Exact G tests were conducted for genic differentiation of all populations and all 
pairs of populations in which the null hypothesis (Ho) was “alleles are drawn from the 




populations and pairs of populations was conducted in which the null hypothesis was 
“genotypes are drawn from the same distribution in all populations". In all exact-G tests 
performed on differentiation, the P value was highly significant (P = <0.0001). This 
implies that each population has its own pool of allele and genotypes that differ 
significantly from one another.  
Reproductive migration 
The number of migrants using private alleles was calculated to be an average of 
0.216 between locations and 1.236 between nests. That is the estimate of number of 
migrant reproductive individuals between nests per generation based on Barton and 
Slatkin (1986). The estimates were low, although sufficient at keeping populations 
connected, and indicated that reproductives were not moving at high frequency between 
locations (average of one every five generations) but more frequently between all nests 
(more than one every single generation). This Nm estimate suggests some allele sh ring 
possibly due to genetic migration, but could also be the result of shared ancestral alleles. 
Further study with more loci may help discern this difference. Furthermore thes  results 
suggest that gene flow between and within locations is low. Therefore, gene flow is not 
likely a significant deviation of HWE. 
Genetic Differentiation and Allele Frequency Based Correlations 
Fst was high (0.442), indicating high levels of genetic differentiations between 
locations and nests Table 3.11 and 3.12. Fit and Fis was also high (0.543 and 0.181) 





Table 3.11 F statistics of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) in South Carolina in which population is set by 
location. Fit, Fst, and Fis were computed using Weir and Cockerham (1984) estimations. Relatedness (R) is 
estimated following Queller and Goodnight (1989), and Rc is relatedness inbreeding corrected following 
Pamilo (1984, 1985). Sig_a, sig_b, and sig_w are the component of variance among samples, among 
individuals within samples, and within individuals respectively. 
Locus Fit Fst Fis R Rc Sig_a Sig_b Sig_w 
Plu8 0.616 0.591 0.063 0.731 -0.135 0.463 0.020 0.301 
Plu23 0.512 0.404 0.181 0.534 -0.443 0.284 0.076 0.343 
Plu28 0.673 0.363 0.486 0.434 -1.892 0.293 0.250 0.264 
Plu35 0.340 0.404 -0.107 0.603 0.194 0.278 -0.044 0.455 
All 0.543 0.442 0.181 0.573 0.194 1.317 0.302 1.363 
 
Table 3.12 F statistics of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) in South Carolina in which population is set by 
nest. Fit, Fst, and Fis were computed using Weir and Cockerham (1984) estimations. Relatedness (R) is 
estimated following Queller and Goodnight (1989), and Rc is relatedness inbreeding corrected following 
Pamilo (1984, 1985) Sig_a, sig_b, and sig_w are the component of variance among samples, among 
individuals within samples, and within individuals respectively. 
Locus Fit Fst Fis R Rc Sig_a Sig_b Sig_w 
Plu8 0.579 0.566 0.029 0.717 -0.061 0.404 0.009 0.301 
Plu23 0.482 0.360 0.190 0.486 -0.468 0.239 0.080 0.343 
Plu28 0.655 0.345 0.474 0.416 -1.801 0.263 0.237 0.264 
Plu35 0.299 0.366 -0.107 0.564 0.193 0.238 -0.044 0.455 
All 0.512 0.410 0.172 0.543 0.193 1.144 0.283 1.363 
 
Pairwise Fst statistics were estimated at the nest level (Table 3.13) and location 
level (Table 3.14). Again low Fst estimates between a pair of populations are indicative 
that they are not genetically different from one another. P-values were estimated to detect 
significant differences between Fst pairs (P = 0.05). This was often the case that colonies 
or locations were significantly different. When colonies and locations were genetically 
similar the p-value was not significantly different (P > 0.05) and were denoted with an 
asterisks. Analogous to the structure results, location level populations showed no 




resulted in nest sampled within a location being genetically similar. At the Pendleton site 





Table 3.13 Pairwise Fst by nest
1 of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled in South Carolina. Fst values with an asterisk (*) indicated comparisons 
not significantly different. 
 
PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 TR1 TR2 TR3 TR4 GZ1 GZ2 GZ3 GZ4 BG1 BG2 BG3 BG4 WC1 WC2 WC3 WC4 BF1 
PN 1 0.00                     
PN 2 *0.06 0.00                    
PN 3 *0.04 *-0.02 0.00                   
PN 4 *0.08 *-0.03 *-0.02 0.00                  
TR 1 0.28 0.23 0.25 0.20 0.00                 
TR 2 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.12 *0.04 0.00                
TR 3 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.23 *0.02 *0.04 0.00               
TR 4 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.17 *-0.02 *-0.02 *-0.03 0.00              
GZ 1 0.55 0.49 0.48 0.45 0.57 0.57 0.62 0.58 0.00             
GZ 2 0.49 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.52 *-0.01 0.00            
GZ 3 0.49 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.50 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.05 *-0.01 0.00           
GZ 4 0.45 0.41 0.38 0.37 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.52 *0.08 *0.00 *0.00 0.00          
BG 1 0.24 0.16 0.16 0.23 0.50 0.48 0.53 0.49 0.67 0.58 0.59 0.54 0.00         
BG 2 0.30 0.19 0.18 0.26 0.52 0.52 0.56 0.52 0.67 0.59 0.60 0.55 *-0.03 0.00        
BG 3 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.21 0.48 0.44 0.51 0.46 0.64 0.56 0.57 0.52 *-0.00 *0.07 0.00       
BG4 *0.09 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.47 0.41 0.48 0.43 0.67 0.58 0.60 0.54 *0.13 0.23 *0.04 0.00      
WC 1 0.17 0.24 0.13 0.20 0.33 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.56 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.00     
WC 2 *0.10 0.17 0.08 0.13 0.29 0.21 0.27 0.23 0.52 0.46 0.47 0.45 0.40 0.42 0.37 0.33 *-0.03 0.00    
WC 3 *0.10 0.15 *0.07 0.12 0.29 0.22 0.28 0.24 0.51 0.44 0.46 0.43 0.37 0.39 0.33 0.30 *-0.01 *-0.04 0.00   
WC 4 0.22 0.22 0.14 0.16 0.32 0.25 0.32 0.28 0.53 0.47 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.49 0.44 0.44 *0.01 *0.00 *-0.01 0.00  
BF 1 0.37 0.26 0.22 0.22 0.37 0.38 0.41 0.37 0.52 0.46 0.49 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.47 0.51 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.00 





Table 3.14 Pairwise Fst by locations of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled in South Carolina. Fst 












Pendleton 0      
Travelers Rest 0.203 0     
Greenville Zoo 0.435 0.538 0    
Botanical Garden 0.166 0.474 0.578 0   
Wildcat Creek 0.149 0.276 0.484 0.400 0  
Beaufort 0.264 0.390 0.514 0.501 0.313 0 
 
Isolation by Distance 
Results of isolation by distance analysis showed that there was no correlatin 
between genetic differentiation and geographic distance between locations, Spearman 
rank correlation coefficients (rs) = 0.149 (one-tailed P-value = 0.354, Figure 3.12). A 
significant positive correlation between pairwise genetic differentiation of nests and their 
geographical distances was found within locations Wildcat Creek (rs =0.774, one-tailed 
P-value < 0.001, Figure 3.13) and Greenville Zoo (rs =0.640, one-tailed P-value < 0.001, 
Figure 3.14), and explains the structure results that showed sub-structuring a Wildc t 
Creek but not Greenville Zoo. In these two locations, neighboring nests are less 
differentiated (more genetically similar) than further nest. Botanical Garden which also 
had mild sub-structuring was marginally significant (rs = 0.714, one-tailed P-value = 
0.0790, Figure 3.15). Pendleton and Travelers Rest showed negative correlation (rs =-
0.171, one-tailed P-value = 0.456, Figure 3.16 and rs =-0.7817, one-tailed P-value = 
0.9990, Figure 3.17, respectively). Positive correlation of isolation by distance at the 
local level suggests that these populations are not behaving as a unicolonial unit. 
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Figure 3.12 Isolation by Distance global analysis of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) sampled in South 
Carolina. Spearman rank correlation coefficients (rs) = 0.149, one-tailed P-value = 0.354. 
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Figure 3.13 Wildcat Creek Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) analysis of Isolation by Distance, Spearman 




Figure 3.14 Greenville Zoo Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) analysis of Isolation by Distance, Spearman 




Figure 3.15 Botanical Gardens Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) analysis of Isolation by Distance, 




Figure 3.16 Pendleton Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) analysis of Isolation by Distance, Spearman rank 
correlation coefficients (rs) = -0.171, one-tailed P-value = 0.456. 
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 Figure 3.17 Travelers Rest Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) analysis of Isolation by Distance, Spearman 
rank correlation coefficients (rs) = -0.7817, one-tailed P-value = 0.9990. 
Queen-Worker Allele Frequency Comparison 
The allele frequency of queens was similar to that of workers (Table 3.15). No 
alleles were found in queens that were not found also in workers. However, several 
alleles were found in workers that were not found in queens. In these cases the frequency 
in which they were found in the workers was less than 0.50 and were likely not 
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discovered in the queen due to a gross difference in sample size (Workers n = 204, 
Queens n = 33). 
Table 3.15 Allele frequency comparison of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) workers (n = 204) and queens 
(n = 33) sampled in South Carolina. 
Plu8 Workers Queens 
 
Plu28 Workers Queens 
184 48.45 21.15  132 
0.25 0 
186 0.52 0  148 
2.24 6.06 
190 8.29 3.85  164 
0.50 0 
194 16.58 48.08  166 
0.25 0 
196 0.52 0  168 
19.15 3.03 
202 17.62 9.62  170 
42.04 21.21 
208 8.03 17.31  172 
7.71 3.03 
    
178 10.70 28.79 
    
184 4.23 16.67 
    
186 12.94 21.21 
       
Plu23 Workers Queens 
 
Plu35 Workers Queens 
225 0.49 0  240 
16.34 46.97 
227 35.29 42.19  244 
0.25 0 
231 44.61 35.94  246 
0.50 0 
233 0.25 0  248 
44.31 36.36 
235 0.25 0  252 
0.25 0 
239 2.94 7.81  254 
0.25 0 
241 16.18 14.06  268 
0.25 0 
    
270 0.50 0 
    
272 37.38 16.67 
 
Relatedness – Populations 
The average relatedness of all individuals in the dataset was 0.1058 (SE ± 0.0142, 
two-tailed P-value H0: R = 0 was 0.00500, df. 3). Given that strong population structure 
was observed between locations, but within locations structure was subtle, nestmate 
relatedness analysis was conducted on both the level of location and nest. The averag  
intra-location relatedness was lower than expected for true sisters (R = 0.571 SE ± 
0.0708) which was significantly different from zero (two-tailed P-value = 0.004, df. = 3). 
The R of individual locations ranged between 0.4319 (SE ± 0.2457) at Pendleton to 
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0.6959 (SE ± 0.1182) at Botanical Gardens. The average intra-nest relatedness estimate
was also significantly different from zero (R = 0.579, SE ± 0.0724, two-tail P-vaue = 
0.004, df. = 3). The average relatedness of a given nest to the other three nests within a 
location (between nest relatedness by location) was calculated at 0.573 (SE ± 0.0742). 
The between-nest and within-nest average relatedness estimates were not significantly 
different (two-tailed P-value = 0.956, df. = 6) meaning that within a location a nest is no 
more related to itself than it is to its neighbor, which supports that within a location, P. 
chinensis is behaving as one large colonial entity. Furthermore, to compare the 
relationship of nests relatedness by distance within a single location an aver ge pairwise 
relatedness was calculated for nest one, two, three, and four (Table 3.16). Again, nests 
one and two are close (<1 m) and nest three and four are further from one and two (5 - 10 
m and >11 m, respectively). The result of these analysis showed that nests within a 
location were not significantly correlated between distance and relatedness (P arsons 
Correlation = -0.18, two-tailed P-value = 0.732; Figure 3.18). Therefore, the relatedness 
of two nests which are spatially close to one another (<1 m) is no different than that of
nests which are further apart (>11 m) supporting the hypothesis that colonies are 
unicolonial at the level of location (genetically undifferentiated nests spatially close). 
These results contradict the intra-location isolation by distance results. This might be 
explained by the fact that relatedness estimates were an average calculation with a global 
reference population whereas IBD analyses were done pairwise with only one location as 
the dataset.  
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Table 3.16 Relatedness (R) pairwise comparison of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) nests number which 
is indicative of its spatial orientation within a location sampled in South Carolina. Nest 1 and 2 are less that 
1m, nest 3 is between 5 and 10 m from nest 1, and nest 4 is greater than 11m from nest 1. 
Nest # 1 2 3 
1    
2 0.5978 ± 0.0773   
3 0.5603 ± 0.0548 0.5638 ± 0.0552  
4 0.5638 ± 0.066 0.5685 ± 0.066 0.693 ± 0.678 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Scatter chart of average pairwise relatedness of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) nests in a 
South Carolina sample location by the distance in which two nests were compared.  
Pairwise comparison of relatedness by location is given in Table 3.17. Botanical 
Gardens and Pendleton, which are separated by a distance of 5 km, showed high level of 
relatedness, analogous to the relationship seen in the structure analysis. However, on 
average, the relatedness between two locations was very low, indicating each location is 
its own reproductive entity. There was also no correlation of distance to relatedness by 
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Table 3.17 Pairwise comparison of Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) relatedness by S.C. location1 with 
standard error (df. = 3). 
 
PN TR GZ BG WC 
PN      
TR 0.0795± 0.0708     
GZ -0.195± 0.07 -0.265± 0.108    
BG 0.462± 0.200 -0.0336± 0.131 -0.132± 0.119   
WC 0.0685± 0.0635 0.052± 0.123 -0.0979± 0.0806 0.0333± 0.0348  
BF -0.265± 0.108 -0.176± 0.116 -0.0127± 0.0827 -0.229± 0.134 0.0473± 0.187 
1Abbreviations: PN- Pendleton, TR- Travelers Rest, GZ- reenville Zoo, BG- Botanical Gardens, WC- 
Wildcat Creek, BF- Beaufort. 
 
Figure 3.19 Scatter chart of average Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) pairwise relatedness of S.C. location 
by the distance in which two nests were compared. 
Relatedness – Castes 
 Queen relatedness estimates were different than those of workers. The average 
relatedness of all queens within the population was lower than that of all individuals and 
was not significantly different from zero (R = -0.0708, SE ± 0.466, two-tailed P-value = 






























from zero (R = 0.0629, SE ± 0.104, two-tailed P-value = 0.588). Average relatedness of 
queens to their nestmate workers was again low and not significantly different from zero 




To maintain Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium five assumptions are made; 
reproduction is sexual and individuals mate at random, natural selection is not affecting 
the locus studied, mutation does not introduce new alleles, no migration, and infinite 
population size (Halliburton 2004). Haplodiploid organisms’ populations are not likely to 
be in HWE since they often display female-biased sex ratios, low heterozygosity, more 
than one reproductive mode, degrees of inbreeding, and asymmetrical contributions to 
offspring between the sexes (Liu and Smith 2000). It was shown above that the 
populations of P. chinensis studied here are not randomly mating. Instead inbreeding is 
likely prevalent due to intranest mating. Also, these microsatellites were shown to be 
neutral and not under selective pressure. Furthermore, the microsatellite loci chosen for 
this study were done so because of inherently high mutation rates that allow them to b  
highly variable. Migration was shown to be limited between locations, but substantial 
between nests within a location. Finally, a sample size of 204 workers is not a true 
representation of the entire population of invasive P. chinensis. In Chapter Two the 
possibility of technical factors skewing HWE was investigated and it appears that it is 
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due to biological factors, mentioned here, more so than technical errors, although that 
possibility still remains.  
Caste Relatedness 
The difference between worker relatedness estimates and queen estimates was 
unexpected and difficult to explain. Allele frequencies between the castes appeared to be 
similar (Table 3.15). Technical errors may be the cause of this difference (i . incorrect 
Px/Py definitions in Relatedness 5.0), but procedures were checked multiple times and 
deemed correct. Interestingly, Kolmer et al. (2002) reported nearly identical results while 
studying colony and population structure of another primary polygynous Pachycondyla 
species (P. cf. inversa (Smith)). They reported average queen relatedness not 
significantly different from zero while worker nestmate relatedness was 0.50 (SE ± 0.11). 
They, however, did this analysis on founding colonies and attributed this relationship of 
queen/worker relatedness to queen/queen dominance conflicts in which a dominant queen 
will feed on the eggs of subordinates. The result is an unequal presentation of the alleles 
of dominant queens within her resulting offspring. This is more often observed in 
founding colonies and rarely in mature colonies in that species. Queen dominance 
dynamics have not been explored for P. chinensis, but given that worker relatedness is 
high (R > 0.50) and queen relatedness is low (R = 0), it is possible that the workers 
within a nest are all part of similar matrilines. However, these colonies were thought to 
be mature colonies and the sizes of some were so large, it is unlikely a dominant queen 
could patrol all areas of a nest. Alternatively, P. chinensis queens are thought to be lost at 
the end of the breeding season and replaced the following spring (Gotoh and Ito 2008), 
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which likely would reduce relatedness between queens and their offspring but would not 
explain why nestmate workers relatedness was high. These hypotheses would be better 
tested using the methods presented in this study but on laboratory held colonies in which 
the dynamics of queen competition and mortality/replacement could be tightly monitored.  
Relatedness, Unicoloniality, and Isolation by Distance 
Eusocial society structure and the evolution of altruism are explained by 
Hamilton’s (1964 a,b) kin selection theory which emphasizes the importance of genetic 
relatedness between altruistic and recipient individuals. Unicoloniality is an evolutionary 
paradox of kin selection theory because relatedness is effectively zero (Hamilton 
1964a,b, Bourke and Franks 1995, Keller 1995, Crozier and Pamilo 1996, Bourke 1997). 
However, despite this paradox the behavior is often associated with the success of 
invasive species; such as Anoplolepis gracilipes (Smith), Linepithema humile (Mayr), 
Wasmannia auropunctata (Roger), Pheidole megacephala (Fabricius) and to some extent 
Solenopsis invicta (Buren) and Solenopsis geminata (Fabricius) (Passera 1994, Ross et al. 
1996, Hölldobler and Wilson 1977, Tsutsui et al. 1999, Holway et al. 2002, Tsutsui et al. 
2003). Hölldobler and Wilson (1977) go so far as to say that unicoloniality is directly 
responsible for the ability of these invasive species to establish in high abundance and 
effectively extirpate native species.  
Neither relatedness measures nor IBD indicated that unicoloniality was present at 
the global scale (supercolony). Furthermore, IBD ruled out Wildcat Creek and Greenville 
Zoo for unicoloniality. However, the relatedness of individuals within a nest was no 
different from the relatedness between nests. Furthermore, Relatedness 5.0 detected no 
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correlation between average relatedness and distance. Structure results contribute yet 
more confusion in that it detected slight structure within a location while pairwise Fst 
calculations of nests suggested that they are not significantly differentiated. It is therefore 
concluded that unicoloniality is likely present at the local level in some locations (such as 
Pendleton and Travelers Rest) but definitely not at a global level. However, it is known 
that P. chinensis exhibit general nesting and dietary requirements, multiple reproductive 
caste members (polygynous), and are likely reproduction via budding, which would lead 
one to believe that unicoloniality should be present. The only contributing evidence that 
is missing for invasive unicoloniality is intraspecific aggression data.  
The genetic machinery governing nest-mate recognition is known to be effected 
by introduction into a new environment due to bottlenecking (Ross et al. 1996, Tsutsui et 
al. 1999, Giraud et al. 2000, Chapman and Bourke 2001, Tsutsui et al. 2003). Similar to 
this theme of altering recognition cues of potential competitors, a study is being 
conducted evaluating interspecific aggression of adventive P. chinensis and the invasive, 
unicolonial, argentine ant (Linepithema humile (Mayr)). Spicer and Silverman (2008) 
documented a case of “dear enemy phenomenon”, in which spatially close nests of the 
two invasive ants showed less aggression towards one another than that of distant 
colonies. For the purposes of this study these results are superficial but may indic te that 
the mechanisms needed to adapt depressed aggression are present in P. chinensis, and 
that by doing so, is adaptive. It is shown here that inbreeding was high and population 
bottleneck has likely occurred, facilitating these changes in this species.  
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Invasiveness of Pachycondyla chinensis 
Pachycondyla chinensis appears to be functioning as an invasive species. Due to 
the abundance of workers as well as polygynous and polydomous colonies which may or 
may not be unicolonial, P. chinensis has high reproductive potential. Pachycondyla 
chinensis is fast becoming a well-established, dominant species, which likely has the 
capability to outcompete and replace native species (Paysen 2007). Interestingly 
however, in one study conducted in its native range of Okinawa Island, Japan, P. 
chinensis were only found in areas that were not invaded by Japans’ own invasive ants 
such as Anoplolepis gracilipes (Smith), Pheidole fervens (Smith), and others (Suwabe et 
al. 2009). This suggests that in their native range P. chinensis is susceptible to the impact 
of invasive species, which is analogous to the susceptibility of native ants in South 
Carolina to P. chinensis. It can further be suggested that the success of P. chinensis in 
South Carolina is directly related to its introduction into the U.S. as an adventive speci s 
and not so much due to it native biological ecology.  
 
Hypotheses Conclusions 
Allele frequencies reflected slight evidence of bottlenecked populations in at least 
two of the six locations. Inbreeding coefficients, Fit and Fis, were high (0.543 and 0.181) 
suggesting a high level of nonrandom mating, such as inbreeding due to within nest 
mating. The South Carolina population observed heterozygosity differed from the native 
Japanese population in that it was much lower in the SC population and is possibly a 
result from its introduction into the U.S., supporting the hypothesis that invasive U.S. 
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populations are bottlenecked. However, since there was not a significant reduction in 
number of alleles, it is not likely the current global population is suffering froma recent 
bottleneck.  
Due to discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant and the 
likely limited dispersal ability of P. chinensis, nests that were substantially separated by 
distance were categorized as individual populations. Location level populations showed 
no differentiation and pairwise Fst was high. Pairwise comparisons of individual nests 
resulted in nest sampled within a location being genetically similar. Number of migrants 
using private alleles was calculated to be an average of 0.216 between locations and 
1.236 between nests. The estimates were low indicating that reproductives were not 
moving at high frequency between locations (average of one every five generatio s) but 
more frequently between all nests (more than one every single generatio ). Botanical 
Gardens and Wildcat Creek indicated slight structure at the local level. Within the six 
locations, eight effective populations were detected (ln Pr(X|K) = -1129.6 and Pr(X|K) = 
1.0). Cluster analysis showed overlap between location Pendleton and Botanical Gardens, 
the two least spatial distant colonies (5 km) and also displayed evidence of the 
substructure in Wildcat Creek seen from the local analysis.  
Introduced populations of P. chinensis may at some locations be classified as 
unicolonial within a locally abundant population. The average intra-location relatedness 
was lower than expected for true sisters (R = 0.571 SE ± 0.0708) as was the intra-n st 
relatedness estimate (R = 0.579, SE ± 0.0724). Within a location a nest is no more related 
to itself (R = 0.573 SE ± 0.0742) than it is to its neighbors (0.573 SE ± 0.0742; two-tailed 
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P-value = 0.956, df. 6). Furthermore, nest within a location were not significantly 
correlation between distance and relatedness (Pearsons Correlation = -0.18, two-tailed P-
value = 0.732; Figure 3.12). Contradicting Relatedness 5.0 results, significant IBD was 
found in Wildcat Creek and Greenville Zoo meaning that neighboring nests in these 
locations are more genetically similar than distant ones. 
The relatedness of nestmate queens was not significantly different from zero (R = 
0.0629, SE ± 0.104, two-tailed P-value = 0.588). Average relatedness of queens to their 
nestmate workers was also not significantly different from zero (R = -0.1495, SE ± 
0.0888, two-tailed P-value = 0.191). Therefore it is likely that queen contributions to 
offspring are not equal within nests because either a dominant queen is responsible f r 
the majority of workers produced or queens that are adopted by existing colonies are not 




MATING FREQUENCY OF THE INVASIVE PONERINE ANT PACHYCONDYLA 
CHINENSIS (EMERY) (HYMENOPTERA: FORMICIDAE) 
 
Introduction 
The Asian needle ant, Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) (Formicidae: Ponerinae), 
is established in South Carolina (USA) and surrounding states (Paysen 2007). This 
species is in the ancestral subfamily Ponerinae, in which caste dimorphism is not 
pronounced (Peeters 1997; Takahashi et al. 2005). Queens differ from workers 
morphologically in that they are larger in size and that cuticular scars are pres nt on the 
thorax where the wings were once attached (Creighton 1950; Zungoli et al. 2005; Gotoh 
and Ito 2008). This generalist predator feeds on a variety of foods such as dead insects, 
fish scraps, and decaying fruit (Smith 1934; Nauman 2005). Like other Pachycondyla 
species, P. chinensis exhibits no recruiting behavior (Hölldobler and Traniello 1980; 
Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Nauman 2005). This Asian ant is native to China, Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, and Vietnam (Teranishi 1929; Smith 1979; Green 1993; Xu 1994; Bae et 
al. 1999; Eguchi et al. 2005). The first U.S. record of P. chinensis was in 1932 at Decatur, 
GA (Smith 1934). Only recently has its potential as a medical and invasive pest been 
realized (Cho et al. 2002; Nelder et al. 2006; Paysen 2007). Pachycondyla chinensis has a 
powerful sting that can induce anaphylaxis (Kim et al. 2001; Cho et al. 2002; Nelder et 
al. 2006). Adventive populations of P. chinensis can be large and efficient at 
outcompeting native ant species (Paysen 2007). Many ponerine ants produce offspring 
via mated workers or gamergates (Peters and Crewe 1984)or through ergatoid queens 
(Peeters and Ito 2001). Pachycondyla chinensis, however, is thought to reproduce 
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through winged queens; workers are unable to mate due to a lack of a spermatheca 
(Gotoh and Ito 2008; personal observations). Polygynes are present in P. chi ensis 
colonies (Paysen 2007; Gotoh and Ito 2008). They require nesting sites that are shaded 
with vegetation, mulch, rocks and areas characterized as urban habitat (Zungoli et al. 
2005; Zungoli and Benson 2008). Pachycondyla chinensis colonies are thought to be 
polydomous (Paysen 2007). 
The mating system of non-native ants, the quantity of reproductive caste 
members, the colony-founding strategies, and dispersal techniques affect the propensity 
of a founding species to propagate. Understanding the reproductive strategy and 
population genetics of these species offers insight into the biogeography, population 
dynamics, and community ecology of adventive species, and ultimately provides valuable 
information for designing management strategies. 
The fecundity of mated, dealated P. chinensis queens is unknown. Genetic 
markers are powerful tools for inferring reproductive and genetic structure of social 
insects (Thorne et al. 1999; Ross 2001). The high variability inherent in microsatellite 
loci makes them ideal for gaining insight into reproductive biology and population 
dynamics. Because microsatellite analysis can be an effective assay for documenting 
mating frequency in polygynous ants (Chapuisat 1998), therefore the final objective of 
this study was to develop an approach to determine and document mating frequency of 
queens in P. chinensis colonies using microsatellite analysis of the sperm contained 
within mated queens. The hypothesis is that P. chinensis queens mate with multiple 
males before laying eggs. 
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Material and Methods 
Sampling 
Colony sampling, genomic isolation, amplification, recording genotypes and 
calculating deviations from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) were conducted in the 
same manner as Chapter Two unless otherwise noted below.  
We collected conspicuous colonies of P. chinensis, likely to support multiple 
queens, in Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens Counties in western upstate South Carolina 
(USA), at eight locations along a 30 km transect, from May to September 2007. Live ants 
were removed by aspiration. Whole colonies were held in 150 mm x 40 mm plastic Petri 
dishes with 5 -10 cm moist, dental wick (Absorbal Co., Wheat Ridge, CO) and arthropod 
food sources found in the nest substrate. We sorted the colony by caste (10x 
magnification), and held queens in individual 0.2 ml dome capped PCR tubes pending 
dissection. Worker ants were removed from the Petri dish and placed in a vial of 100% 
ethanol for comparative analysis.  
Dissection 
Live queens were dissected under a 10-50x binocular microscope in sterile, 
deionized, distilled water using a micro-dissection kit (BioQuip Products In., Rancho 
Dominguez, CA). The gaster and petiole were severed from the thorax at the junction of 
the propodeum and the petiole. The petiole was grasped with forceps and anchored 
beneath the water surface. A second pair of forceps was used to grasp the penultimat  
(VI th) tergite. The gaster was eviscerated by pulling the VIth and VIIth tergite and the sting 
from the postpetiole, exposing the digestive and reproductive organs (Figure 1). The 
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spermatheca is approximately 0.2 mm in diameter, pearly white and located between the 
junctions of the ovaries (Figure 1 and 2). It can be obscured if the gaster is severed 
anterior to the VIth tergite during evisceration. The spermatheca was removed from other 
cellular material with dissecting pins and forceps. If the spermatheca ruptured during 
dissection, its contents were discarded. If properly isolated, the organ was devoid of 
extracellular material, but it could not be separated from the spermathecal accessory 
organs that look like two, clear fingerlike projections (Figure 2). The high surface tension 
of deionized water made it difficult to manipulate the spermatheca with forceps. To 
remove the spermatheca from the water, forceps were used to bend the tip of a mounted-
minuten pin (BioQuip Products Inc.) into a loop (Figure 3). The spermatheca was washed 
briefly in deionized distilled water. The entire spermatheca was transfered directly into a 
digestion buffer, mechanically ruptured, and genomic DNA isolated. Forceps were flame 





Figure 4.1 Typical Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) evisceration when properly dissected. Note the 
posterior sting to the right (A). The dual ovaries can be seen in the foreground with yellow/brown yolk 
present in the ovarioles (B). At the junction between the ovaries the pearly white spermatheca can be found 
(C). The midgut and Malpighian tubules can be seen in the upper left hand corner (D).  
 
 





Figure 4.3 Minuten pin (BioQuip Products Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA) mounted on a pin holder shaped 
into a loop for the transportation of spermathecae.  
 
Microsatellite analysis of queens and sperm,  
Sperm genotypes were acquired from sperm stored in the spermatheca of mated 
queens. Queen genotypes were compared to male sperm as control for possible 
contaminating of sperm samples by queen tissue (Tay and Crozier 2001). DNA isolation 
was conducted using the DNeasy® Tissue Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA), following the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Sperm samples that did not amplify DNA fragments wre first 
subjected to PCR alterations and then an attempt to concentrate the genomic DNA in an 
effort to yield product. PCR alterations included extended extension durations from 1 to 2 
minutes, reduced temperature of Ta by 10°C, and an addition of 15 PCR cycles. Samples 
were then concentrated using an ammonium acetate/ethanol precipitation and 




Male hymenopterans are haploid (1n), whereas female workers and queens are 
diploid (2n). Therefore, the maximum number of alleles in whole-sperm sample provides 
the minimum number of males that have contributed to the females offspring, given that 
the sample is not contaminated. Female ants have two alleles, but may be homozygous or 
heterozygous at the chosen locus, depending on a particular individual’s genotype. Due to 
the poor amplification rate (discussed later in Results), sperm samples were requi d only 
to show signs of multiple inseminations at one locus to qualify as polyandry. Detection of 
multiple matings may be affected by queen tissue contaminating the sperm amples, 
identical allele frequencies of males, and insufficient sperm volumes of a male 
contributor, which may be out competed by larger samples during the PCR process.  
With risk of contamination always present, when sperm samples share alleles with 
the queen, the electropherograms of such samples required careful interpretation to 
accurately assign a sample as a multiple insemination versus contamination. An example 
of a sperm sample sharing alleles with the host can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, which are 
electropherograms of multiple-mated spermatheca and host queen DNA, respectiv ly. 
The spermathecal sample shows two alleles at 226 and 238 basepairs (bp) at locus Plu 23. 
The queen-only DNA sample shows two alleles at 226 and 230 bp at that locus. Relative 
Fluorescence Units (RFU) are much higher in the queen body than the spermathecal 
sample, indicating significantly more DNA is present in the former. Furthermor , the 
spermathecal sample does not contain a dominant peak at 230 bp. It, therefore, can be 
deduced that the spermathecal sample was not contaminated by the host queen genomic 
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DNA and that multiple male genomic samples are present despite one of the contributing 
males sharing an allele with the queen. Samples were required to emit a minimum of 100 
RFU to be scored as an allele. 
 
Figure 4.4 Electropherogram of a multiple-inseminated Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) queen 
spermatheca. The spermatheca sample shows two alleles at 226 and 238 at one locus. Base pair size is 
displayed on the x-axis and RFU is shown on the left y-axis. The red line and right y-axis corresponds to 




Figure 4.5 Electropherogram of a multiple-inseminated Pachycondyla chinensis (Emery) queen. The 
queen-only DNA sample shows two alleles at 226 and 230 at one locus. RFU is much higher than the 
spermatheca sample (Figure 4.4) indicating significantly more DNA present. Furthermore, the spermathec 
sample does not contain a dominant peak at 230 base pairs. It therefore can be concluded that the 
spermatheca sample was not contaminated by the host queen genomic DNA. Base pair size is displayed on 
the x-axis and RFU is shown on the left y-axis. Thered line and right y-axis corresponds to the size 
standard sizing curve. The values below the select p ak are height (H), area (A), and size (S) of the peak. 
 
Furthermore, if the sperm sample contains only the alleles found in the queen, this 
might represent a true double mating in which each of the male genotypes were identical 
to the queens. The small probability of this event’s occurrence can be calculated from the 
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queens’ genotypes, assuming random mating (Avise 1994; Chapuisat 1998; Krieger and 
Keller 2000). This is given by the product, over all loci, of 2pq for loci that are 
heterozygous and p2 for loci that are homozygous, with p and q indicating population 
frequency of alleles in queens. Even when only a few moderately polymorphic loci are 
used, the probability of obscured double mating is small and can be assumed to result 
from contamination.  
Similarly, a multiple mating may remain undetected when the two male 
contributors have identical genotypes. This proportion of undetected multiple mating can 




where pij is the population frequency of allele i at locus j (Pamilo 1993; Boomsma and 
Ratnieks 1996; Chapuisat 1998; Krieger and Keller 2000). The expected total proportion 
of doubly mated queens (Dest) can be calculated from the sum of undetected and observed 
number of doubly-mated queens (Krieger and Keller 2000) by equation 1 
	
  ∏ ∑    (1) 
where Dobs is the number of observed double-mated queens and i, j, and p are the same as 
above. If the loci are in linkage disequilibrium or sample size is small, an observed 
haplotype combination will not reflect what is expected under the hypothesis of random 
segregation and may lead to an over- or underestimation of the proportion of doubly 
mated queens. A second estimation (D*est) can overcome these limitations by integrating 
the haplotype combination of each sperm contributor (Pedersen and Boomsma 1999; 
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Krieger and Keller 2000). This is a more accurate estimate of the given sperm dataset, 
whereas the previous formula is a better estimator of the source population (i.e. the
worker dataset). These two values should converge when there is no linkage 
disequilibrium and sample size increases. This is given as the probability that queen l, has 
mated with male k and a second male with the same haplotype is m, where m is the male 




where mj is the male allele frequency of allele m at locus j. The probability is computed 
for queens that are singly mated. The average of these probabilities gives the average 
proportion of undetected doubly-mated queens among all doubly-mated queens. Using 
the sum of observed and undetected doubly-mated queens, the expected total proportion 
of doubly-mated queens can be calculated by the equation D*est (equation 2), which 
integrates individual haplotypes of males mating with the queens and is given by 
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where mjk stands for the male allele frequency of allele m at locus j of the queen-mating 
male k; the sample size and S is the number of singly-mated queens. Krieger and Keller 
(2000) notes that male samples collected only from sperm extracts may be inaccurate and 
those high frequency alleles will be underestimated because they will be mask d more 
often than rarer alleles. The net result of these inaccuracies is that D*est likely will be 





The PCR stutter that was present throughout all samples (Figure 4 and 5) was 
caused by polymerase slippage. This made scoring alleles a challenge when alleles were 
within four basepairs in length from one another.  
Attempts to recover DNA fragments from failed sperm samples were 
unsuccessful in both PCR alteration and gDNA concentration. 
Queen mating frequency 
A total of 38 dealated queens were dissected from nine colonies. Visual 
inspection of the spermatheca confirmed each contained cloudy fluid, indicating queens 
had mated. Amplification of DNA fragments was successful in 32 (84.2%) queen bodies, 
15 (39.5%) sperm samples. Attempts to recover DNA fragments from failed sperm 
samples were unsuccessful. All sperm samples that successfully amplified DNA 
fragments shared alleles at one or more loci with the host queen. This suggests that queen 
tissue contaminated the sperm DNA extraction. In 12 of the 15 (80.0%) sperm samples  
unique allele was present at one or more loci, indicating successful amplification of 
sperm DNA. In the remaining three samples, it was possible that a double mating 
occurred, but each of the males’ genotypes were identical to the queen. The mean 
probability of this was < 0.002 ± 0.0005. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that these 
samples were queen DNA only. Eight (53.3%) queen samples displayed 
electropherograms indicative of multiple insemination detected by at least one locus. 
Three (20.0%) of these multiple-mated queens were positive at two loci. No individuals 
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were positive at three or four loci. This suggests that there is significant polyandry in P. 
chinensis. 
Mating frequency estimates 
The probability that two males had identical genotypes was tested from the local 
population allele frequencies (n = 194) and was 0.0105, meaning there is 1% chance that 
a double mating would go undetected due to identical males. The observed frequency of 
double mating in this data set was 0.533 and the estimated frequency corrected for 
undetected polyandry using the local population allele frequencies was 0.539. However, 
given the small sample size of singly mated queens (n = 7), the haplotype-corrected 
estimation of the probability that two males had identical genotypes, calculated from 
singly mated queen sperm alleles and not the larger local population, was much higher 
(0.384). The corrected estimation of polyandry (D*est) was calculated to be 0.683.  
 
Discussion 
Spermathecal DNA extraction was not as successful as predicted. Relatively, 
queen body extractions were much more effective. Therefore, the remainder of the 
conclusions regarding queen mating frequency suffers from low sample size (n = 15). 
Furthermore, because of the low sample size and that polyandry was detected only at one 
or two loci, it is likely that mating frequency is a gross overestimation and should be 
appreciated for qualitative rather than quantitative properties. That is, we sho  for the 
first time in P. chinensis that multiple inseminations are likely occurring, though the 
frequency reported here (68.3%) is a robust estimate. The unsuccessful sperm sampling  
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likely resulted from an insufficient volume of starting sample tissue becaus the worker 
and queen body extraction did not experience such a high failure rate. The extraction kit 
uses a precipitation procedure in which the small volume of DNA might not have been 
able to successfully pellet during the spinning down steps. Furthermore, the complete 
contamination of all spermathecal samples was attributed to the tissue of the spermatheca 
holding the sperm. To recover as much sperm DNA as possible, the spermathecal tissue 
was included in the extraction buffer. In future extractions, initial rupturing of the 
spermatheca directly into digestion buffer should increase efficiency. However, 
anticipation of this issue allowed queen body alleles to be removed from the analysis of 
sperm samples, and subsequent interpretation of the remaining male alleles. Thre  of t e 
sperm samples did not have any alleles that were unique from the queen. It is unlikely
that this was due to the male genotype being identical to the queen’s because there was 
only a 1 to 38% chance of this occurring at all four loci (depending on the estimator 
used), and therefore a result of sperm DNA not being isolated. Alternatively, th  queen 
might not have mated, although dissections suggested this was the case.  
Polyandry adaptiveness 
Multiple mating of reproductive females occurs in many animals (Thornhill and 
Alcock 1983; Smith 1984; Keller and Reeve 1995). Polyandry, however, can be 
maladaptive to founding queens because of increased risks (Moritz 1985). The 
hypothesized risks involve depletion of energy reserves at a vital time in the queen’s lif  
when energy is needed; lost time could be allocated to acquisition food, find harborage, 
or for oviposition. Risks also include increased predation or pathogen transmission during 
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environmental exposure (Thornhill and Alcock 1983; Sherman et al. 1988). Furthermore, 
increased paternity tends to reduce relatedness amongst nestmate workers, which may 
disrupt the principles of kin selection in species in which morphological castes are absent 
or less pronounced. This is believed to be the case in P. chinensis (Hamilton 1964a,b; 
Pamilo 1991). 
Despite these risks, the behavior persists and, therefore, must have adaptive value. 
The adaptive causation for polyandry in social Hymenoptera has been much debated and 
several hypotheses have been proposed (Crozier and Page 1985; Keller and Reeve 1994; 
Boomsma and Ratnieks 1996; Crozier and Pamilo 1996; Chapuisat 1998; Sanetra and 
Crozier 2001). For example, multiple paternities might increase genetic variability within 
colonies (Keller and Reeve 1994). Increased genetic variability might also enhance 
colony fitness by having a more complete and efficient expression of castesor b haviors 
(Crozier and Page 1985), increased tolerance in a greater range of environmental 
conditions (Crozier and Page 1985), increased disease and parasite resistance (Hamilton 
1987; Sherman et al. 1988; Shykoff and Schmid-Hempel 1991 a,b; Schmid-Hempel 
1994), decreased load of sterile, diploid males (Page 1980; Page and Metcalf 1982; 
Crozier and Page 1985; Ratnieks 1990; Pamilo et al. 1994), or allow specialization in 
male production to benefit both workers and queen (Moritz 1985; Queller 1993; Ratnieks 
and Boomsma 1995). Furthermore, because queens only mate during one period of time, 
polyandry may increase lifetime supply of sperm and increased colony size (Cole 1983). 
Multiple matings may also occur because they limits the risk of mating with only sterile 
males (Walker 1980), increase sperm competition to select for the most competitive 
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sperm to fertilize eggs (Keller and Reeve 1995), or outweigh the cost of resisting male’s 
copulation attempts by simply complying (Thornhill and Alcock 1983; Clutton-Brock 
and Parker 1995; Chapuisat 1998) 
In the case adventive P. chinensis, the adaptive causation of polyandry is 
unknown. Relatedness estimates of its nestmate workers are lower than expected for tru  
sisters (R = 0.579, Chapter Three) suggesting that Hamilton’s (1964a,b) and Pamilo’s 
(1991) predictions of multiple paternities reducing relatedness may be applicable to this 
species. Reduced relatedness has been associated with the success of many adventive nt 
species (Holway et al. 2002), and multiple mating in P. chinensis might assist in its 
ability to proliferate. 
We have demonstrated for the first time that the irruptive ant P. chinensis mates 
multiple times prior to oviposition, although the extent of mating frequency is unclear. As 
more knowledge of this species is developed and its habits are elucidated, the finding 
presented here may provide insight into population expansion, interactions with other 





The four loci chosen for this study were shown to be sufficiently informative. The 
loci were polymorphic and unlinked but were not found to be in Hardy-Weinberg 
Equilibrium (HWE) due to heterozygote deficiency. The cause of HWE deviations were 
estimated to be a combination of biological factors; such as non-random mating due to 
inbreeding and population bottleneck, mutations, selection, random genetic drift and gene 
flow, and limited population size. Technical causes of HWE deviations were ruled out 
and included PCR stutter, null alleles, and allelic dropout due to short allele dominance. 
Twenty-one colonies were sampled from six locations; the size was between 17 
and 165 workers, with an average of 78.5 (SD ± 46.8). The quantity of dealated queens in 
these colonies was between 0 and 25, with a mean of 4.9 (SD ± 8.6). Multiple queens 
were found in 33.3% of nest and represented 6 to 30% of the total colony. Polydomy was 
measured (52.4%) by how many colonies were found to be queenless. Seven to ten alleles 
per locus were scored for 204 individuals and expected heterozygosity was 0.715 while 
observed heterozygosity was 0.354 for loci and populations combined.  
Allele frequencies reflected slight evidence of bottlenecked populations in at least 
two of the six locations. Inbreeding coefficients, Fit and Fis, was high (0.543 and 0.181) 
suggesting a high level of nonrandom mating, such as inbreeding due to within nest 
mating. Observed gene diversity (Ho) was much lower in the SC populations than the 
Japanese (despite similar He), also allele frequencies did not differ. These observations 
indicate that U.S. populations are not globally bottlenecked. 
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Due to discontinuously widespread populations that are locally abundant and the 
likely limited dispersal ability of P. chinensis, nests that were substantially separated by 
distance were categorized as individual populations. Location level populations showed 
no differentiation and pairwise Fst was high. Pairwise comparisons of individual nests 
resulted in nest sampled within a location being genetically similar. Number of migrants 
using private alleles was calculated to be an average of 0.216 between locations and 
1.236 between nests. The estimates were low indicating that reproductives were not 
moving at high frequency between locations (average of one every five generatio s) but 
more frequently between all nests (more than one every single generatio ). Botanical 
Gardens and Wildcat Creek indicated slight structure at the local level. Within the six 
locations, eight effective populations were detected (ln Pr(X|K) = -1129.6 and Pr(X|K) = 
1.0). Structure cluster analysis showed overlap between the location Pendleton and 
Botanical Gardens, the two least spatially distant populations (5 km) and also displayed 
evidence of the substructure in Wildcat Creek seen from the local analysis.  
Invasive populations of P. chinensis follow the trend of adventive species in that 
individual nests are indistinguishable from one another and in some locations can be 
classified as unicolonial within a locally abundant population. The average intralocation 
relatedness was lower than expected for true sisters (R = 0.571 SE ± 0.0708) as was the 
intranest relatedness estimate (R = 0.579, SE ± 0.0724). Within a location a nest is no 
more related to itself (R = 0.573 SE ± 0.0742) than it is to its neighbors (0.573 SE ± 
0.0742; two-tailed P-value = 0.956, df. 6). Furthermore, nests within a location were not 
significantly correlation between distance and relatedness (Pearsons Correlation = -0.18, 
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two-tailed P-value = 0.732; Figure 3.12). Contradicting Relatedness 5.0 results, 
significant IBD was found in Wildcat Creek and Greenville Zoo meaning that 
neighboring nests in these locations are more genetically similar than dist t ones. 
The relatedness of nestmate queens was not significantly different from zero (R = 
0.0629, SE ± 0.104, two-tailed P-value = 0.588). Average relatedness of queens to their 
nestmate workers also was not significantly different from zero (R = -0.1495, SE ± 
0.0888, two-tailed P-value = 0.191). Therefore, it is likely that queen contributions to 
offspring are not equal within nests because either a dominant queen is responsible fr 
the majority of workers produced or queens that are adopted by existing colonies are not 
the mothers of the current worker caste.  
A procedure was developed to locate and remove the spermatheca and 
subsequently isolate the genomic DNA of male sperm. Successful amplification of 
spermatheca samples was low (39.5%). Fifteen queens were used to estimate the 
proportion of polyandry which was calculated to be 0.683. Using allele frequency data, it 
was estimated that there was a 0.184% chance that double mating would be obscured due 
to two males having alleles identical to the queens and a 38.4% risk that polyandry would 
be hidden if two males had identical alleles, thus appearing to be a single insemination. 
Based on these data, P. chinensis queens do mate with multiple males. However, given 
the small sample size and that polyandry was not detected at more than two loci ithin an 
individual, quantification of mating frequency needs further study.  
The following conclusions were made as a result of these studies. The 
microsatellite loci chosen proved sufficient in elucidating population dynamics. HWE
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deviations are being caused by inbreeding, minor bottlenecks, substructuring, low sample
size, and high mutation rates of microsatellites but not like from significant gene flow. 
The invasive population of P. chinensis is occurring in multiple genetically isolated 
populations, gene flow between these sub-populations is limited and inbreeding is high. 
Minor substructuring is occurring at the sub-population level. Worker relatedness is 
lower than expected for nestmate sisters. Inbreeding is likely increasing relatedness and 
multiple paternity is decreasing it. Although there is evidence of unicoloniality at the 
local level, relatedness analyses do not support that there is a supercolony. Queen-Worker 
relatedness is lower than expected for equally offspring-contributing queens. Finally, 
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